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SGA Funds Open MSU Reassesses Finances
To MSU Greeks After Corzine’s Budget Cut
Chantal Gabel
News Editor

I

On the Wednesday, March 30
SGA meeting, a bill was passed for
Class IV organizations to be able to
appropriate money for the first time
in the history of the SGA.
The Greek Council will now
receive $10,000 yearly, with no
appropriation to the Greek Council.
SGA Vice President Amy Chicken
said, “there will be a specific line
in the SGA budget for this. A pro
gramming committee will be set
up in Greek Council to delegate
the money. These stages are in the
works.”
According to SGA President
Pro Tempore Anthony Gutilla, the
process of appropriating money is
after the SGA sets its budget, along
with all the Class I and Service
Organization budgets. The sur
plus revenue is put into an account

called Unappropriated Surplus. “In
order to get any of this money, a bill
has to be w ritten and presented to
the Legislature, where they vote
whether or not it’s a good use of
money,” said Gutilla.
G utilla, w ith support from
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority presi
dent K ristin Shernoff, wrote a bill
for the organizations to be able to
appropriate money for their pro
gramming.
“I think the bill I’ve submitted
is an im portant step in the right
direction, and a good jum p-start
towards a better solution for the
future,” said Gutilla.
The bill stated, “There have
been drastic increases in Class
IV programming, there being 84
events in Fall 2004, and 120 in Fall
2005, about a 70 percent increase
overall.”
Class IV organizations, the

ShaynaJacobs
A ssista n t News Editor

With a $169 million education
budget cut by the state, as dis
cussed by Governor Jon Corzine at
a conference held at University Hall
on March 27, MSU must re-evalu
ate its appropriations and discuss
the extent of a tuition increase by
the fall term at Board of Trustees
meetings to be held sometime in
April.
General university appro
priations are being cut by about
$5.6 million, according to H arry
•Schuckel, senior vice president for
administration.
A salary-increase budget of
about $5.9 million must be paid
by the university, an appropriation
covered by the state in the past.
Allotting salary-increase money is
a priority because faculty raises are

promised under contract.
Personnel costs are in excess
of 75 percent of the school’s total
budget. The president has said that
tuition will go up, but the amount is
unknown at th is point.
“ [Tuition will go up], but the size
of our problem cannot be addressed
only with tuition increases,” said
President. Susan A. Cole.
“A good portion of the problem
will have to be addressed with cuts
to the university’s budget.”
Cole predicts the state budget
cut could result in as much as an
$18 million problem, with other
budget figures factoring in.
. O ther state institutions are
planning tuition increases. Rutgers
and NJIT are institutions who have
received special state funding in
the past, and may be in a more
binding position than MSU, accord
ing to Schuckel.
English professor Dr. Ted Price

sent out a faculty email suggesting
an “across-the-board hiring freeze,”
which would h alt typical hiring
processes to fill vacancies in faculty
positions, attem pting to remedy the
budget problem.
“I commend President Cole at
the opening of University Hall, and
I think she’s done a marvelous job
for MSU, but I do feel we should
have a hiring freeze and utilize our
facilities during the summer more,”
said Price.* “Doing this, we can do
more with a smaller budget.”
An alternative view suggests
th at hiring faculty could generate
income.
At the Wednesday, March 29
University Senate meeting, how
ever, it was said th at imposing a
hiring freeze wouldn’t be in the
best interest of MSU adm inistra
tion.
S E E ‘BUDGET’ ON P. 4

S E E ‘FUNDS' ON P. 4

Montdairfest
Plans
Sculpture Anticipates
Ready for April 22

New Segal Art Gallery

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
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R a p p e r J u e lz S a n t a n a M a k e s H e a d lin e r

American a rtist George
sculpture, Street Crossing (left),
has been put on display in The
Alexander Kasser Theater plaza in
anticipation of the grand opening of
The George Segal Gallery (bottom
eft). The sculpture, which was cre
ated in 1992, was created because
of Segal’s fascination with human
oehavior and its relationship to
space, according to A rt Gallery
director M. Teresa Rodriguez. The
artist is well known for live cast
ing, his legacy in the realm of
art. According to Rodriguez, the
original work is done with plaster
soaked gauze applied directly to a
five model, and the outdoor version
is re-casted in bronze. Rodriguez
said the, sculpture, which will be
in the plaza permanently, is in
the plaza because the area is a
cross road, most appropriate for
the theme of the sculpture. The
7,200-square-foot gallery is on the
4th level of the Red Hawk Parking
Deck, and is the only gallery space
named after Segal in thé world.
The official revealing of the Street
Crossing sculpture; which is a gift
rom the George and Helen Segal
lundation, will be held during the
lebration, which will he held oi
I
(fednesdqy, April 5 from 7:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m.

Class One Concerts has a
$70,000 budget for the upcoming,
Saturday, April 22 M ontdairfest,
and has confirmed the headlin
ing act will be performer Juelz
Santana, according to the organi
zation’s president Jen Wilenta.
According to Santana’s official
website, he is signed with RocA-fella Records, and is one of the
hottest up and coming artists of
today.
Santana is a former member
of the rap duo, D raft Pick, and is
•most famous for his CD, “W hat The
Game’s Been Missing,” which was
released on Nov. 22,2005.
Santana’s previous popular sin
gles include “Oh Boy,” featuring
M ariah Carey, which can be found
on “Cam’ron’s” third album entitled
Come Home With Me.”
“MC Lars” and “Just” are among
other confirmed a c ts, as well as the
local band “Home Town National
Anthem.”
“Ju st” Justine Mary, The Hip
Hop Director of MSU’s very own
WMSC radio station, is “a per
former who usually incorporates
singing, rapping, and spoken word

Opinion: 18

Comics: 22

Oriana Dagostino
S ta ff Writer

into her music,” according to Just
Planet, net.
W iltenta said she hopes to sell
out the 2,000 seat venue, MSU’s
Amphitheatre.
W ilenta commented regard
ing the large budget, “We have
about $70,000 for the entire event.
Money is used to pay for the artists,
their travel and hotel stays, their
dressing room requirements, sound
stage, barricades, security, bath
rooms, staff shirts, wristbands,
EMS, and any other costs th at we
may incur to produce this show,”
she said.
Sodexho Food Services will pro
vide the Red Hawk Van, which will
charge for their service.
The club has about 100 workers
on staff.
Wilenta said th at the club has
learned from their mistakes, men
tioning the fact th at last year the
Fest, which occurred in the parking
lot by the Yogi Bera Museum, was
rained out.
-She added th at a few specifics
will be altered in hopes of strength
ening the Fest’s reputation, and
hoping the event won’t be anything
near a failure, exclaiming, “It won’t
S E E ‘M ON TCLAIRFEST’ ON P. 4
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ASSIST: Charity Ball, SC
Dining Room, 7:00 p.m.
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Montclair State University Arts
Festival, Art Gallery,
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Protestant Chaplaincy
chartered

Hillel: Passover Seder, SC
Dining Rm ,6:30 p.m.

Appointed 3 Justices

Women’s Success Symposium,
Kops Lounge,
8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Campus Rec: Cosmic Bowling,
Belleville, NJ, 9:00 p.m.

Be Sure You’re Secure, UH
5013,2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

April Fools Day
...
SUNDAY 2
Sunday Morning and Evening
Mass, Newman Catholic Center,
11:15 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
WWE Wrestling Pay Per View,
SC Ratt, 8:00 p.m.

o n tc la r io n

The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Cultural Banquet, SC Dining
Room, 6:30 p.m.
ISO: Karaoke Night, SC Ratt,
7:00 p.m.

3/23/06 - MSU police arrested students
Matthew C. Obrycki, 22, and Christopher
M. Rybinski, 21, for being under the
influence of marijuana while in the
Clove Road Apartments. The students
were summoned to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
3/23/06 - A staff member reported the
theft of an immobilizer device from a
motor vehicle, while located in lot 29.
3/24/06 - A student reported the dam
age to their motor vehicle located in lot
45. The vehicle sustained a smashed rear
windshield.
3/24/06 - A student and staff member
reported finding swastikas on a bulletin
board located on the 7th floor of Bohn
Hall. This case is under investigation.

3/28/06 - Student Christine V. Ledger, 20,
was transported to Mountainside Hospital
for exhibiting signs of being unresponsive
and intoxicated.

Anyone w h o has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call th e police station
from an y campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls arè strictly confidential.
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-" ITeim dhe was forded#" work
extra hours to .make up time he
spent performing m ilitary drills
at Fort Dix. And for working
extra hours, he said he was not
paid overtime.
At the time, Fire Chief
Donald Huber said he was fol
lowing the adm inistrative
code of the state Department
N

e w

NEW YORK, NY - Construction
workers cleaning toxic waste
from a vacant skyscraper near
the World Trade Center site have
found more bone fragments and
human remains, officials said
Tuesday.
The city medical examiner’s
office plans to extract DNA from
the latest remains to be recov
ered from the former Deutsche
Bank building and try to match
it against a database ofthe 2,749
people killed a t the trade cen
ter on September 11,2001, said
Ellen Borakove, spokeswoman
for the city medical examiner’s

of Personnel th at let supervi
sors reschediile workers hours if
their m ilitary duty forced them
to miss work:
Borges, who is of Puerto
Rican descent, filed a complaint
along with two other firefighters
who also were m ilitary reserv
ists. All three were minorities
in the predominantly white fire
department.
NEWARK- One man was killed
and another injured in separate
shootings Sunday in Newark,
police said.
s

In the first, about 12:30 a.m.,
21-year-old Jessie Williams of
Newark was shot to death on a
bicycle on Telford Street, police
said.
Watson was taken to
University Hospital in Newark,
where he was treated for his
injuries.
MONTCLAIR - A delivery driv
er for a r e s t i ^ n t left h lr car
running, to .-delfyep' a take-out
order, only.tosee^a tbief^drwe off
in a noonijihe heist on Mission
Street,
sa ^ y e lte rd ^ .

s i i ü

office.
The new remains were found
in recent weeks by crews doing
a more thorough cleaning before
construction workers begin dis
mantling the building in May,
said John Gallagher, spokes
man for the Lower M anhattan
Development Corp.
SEATTLE, WA - Kyle Moore
dropped his 14-year-old daugh
ter off a t a Tacoma bowling alley
Friday night, knowing she was.
meeting up with older friends for
a ride to a dance party in Seattle,
one with a zombie theme.

The thief escaped in her
gold 2002 Honda Accord on
Friday, said detective Sgt. Scott
Buehler.
The thief was described qs a
20 to 25-year-old, medium-bpild
black male wearing, n black
puffy jacket and a black skull
cap, police said.
Just two days earlier, a deliv
ery driver lured to Monroe Place j
with an order for Chinese food
was robbed by two | men who
struck him in the head with a
rock. The victim was-treated at
the scene.

I

C O M P IL ED B Y C H A N TA L G A B E

International News
PARIS, FRANCE - Hundreds of
thousands of protesters Tuesday
packed the streets of French
cities and stalled the transpor
tation system, demonstrating
against a labor law th at would
allow employers to more easily
hire and fire young workers.
As the day wore on, police
were ordered to clear the Place
de La Republique, a large square
in central Paris.
On one side of the square
police fired tear gas, and on
another side of the park they
used water cannons against the

m
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IRVINGTON - Jimmie Borges,
an Irvington firefighter, complained in 1998 that the munici
pal fire department made his
liifeaadA nny reservist unbear-
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corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.

Theft and ll|eg^^^^^<

3/22/06 - MSU police arrested student
Justin Jaconski, for manufacturing mari
juana while in Williams Hall. Jaconski's
had a court date scheduled March 28 in
Little Falls Municipal Court.
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Japan Club: Anime Night, SC
Commuter Lounge, 8:00 p.m.

3/22/06 - Student reports the theft of a
book bag which contained $200,a NJ driv
er's license, two books, and a jacket while
in Panzer Gym.
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The Taino, SC Ratt, 8:00 p.m.

Strikes Again at MSU
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Day of Conscience, SC Quad,
Ballroom A, SC Lobby, 10:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
UAASO: Travel Around Asia,
SC Dining Room, 7:00 p.m. .
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Hillel rechartered

C1C: Concert, SC Ratt, 7:00 p.m.

FRIDAY 31

E E

NAACP rechartered

MONDAY 3

THURSDAY 30
MSA: Purpose of Life, ML 155,
5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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By early the next morn
ing, Melissa Moore became the
youngest of six people .massa
cred by a gunman at a house
party. £%
The gfcm an,Aaron Kyle Huff
28, was “dearly intent on "doing
hom icid alm ay h em ,"D ep u ty
Police Chief Clark Khnerer said.
When police confronted Hnff he
put a shotgun in his mouth and
pulled the trigger.
WASHINGTON - Senators said
Tuesday the United States must
act more quickly to strengthen
security a t U.S. entry points fol-

lowing the disclosure th at under
cover investigators breached
security by sh p p in g ^ y d ea r
m aterial into the United States.
“There are several gag^jnour
defense,” Minnesota Sen. Norm
Coleman, said, opening a Senate
Homeland Security subcom
m ittee hearing on the matter.
“These issues must be addressed
with a sense of urgency”
The Bush adm inistration
said Tuesday th at within 30
days it will give U.S. Customs
and Border Protection agents
the tools they need to verify such
documents in the future.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

protesters. Slowly, the crowds
began to disperse.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Kidnappers
have snatched a t least 35 people
in a string of abductions across
Baghdad in the past two days.
Authorities also found the
bodies of 21 people in three loca
tions Tuesday in the capital.
The kidnappings occurred at
two electronics stores, a curren
cy exchange firm and a trading
company. U.S. Gen. Peter Pace,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said Tuesday he’s not sure

how many of the abductions are
being conducted by terrorists or
by kidnapping rings.
PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - The
U.S. consulate in Peshawar,
Pakistan, was closed Monday
because of a “very specific and
credible threat,” three State
Department officials told CNN.
Two officials said the infor
mation indicated that an attack
was in the “planning stages,”
targeting Americans or the con
sulate.
One official said the infor

mation came “rapidly and was
compelling enough to have the
consulate close quickly.”
On Tuesday, a bomb report
edly killed one person and
injured others at a bazaar in
Peshawar.
However, officials don’t know
whether the blast was relat
ed to the threat information.
News reports said an explosive
attached to a motorcycle deto
nated. A message from the State
Department said the consulate
“will be temporarily closed for all
services until further notice.”

www.themontdarion.orq
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M SU Announces First Annual Award Winner
Monday, March 27, during the grand
opening of University Hall at Montclair State
University, university officials and members
of the New Jersey Education Association
(NJEA) presented Betty Maddalena from the
West Orange PublicGchool District with New
Jersey’s first-ever annual Educator Medal of
Honor Award.
“Today is one of the most im portant days
in the history of public education in the state
of New Jersey as we honor an educator who
has made significant progress in addressing
the achievement gap in her school district.
Betty Maddalena is an outstanding educa
tor who cares deeply about educating all
students to high standards. She is a leader

among her colleagues and a caring and com
passionate advocate for students with special
needs. It is our privilege to honor her,” said
Dr. Ada Beth Cutler, dean of the College of
Education & Human Services at Montclair
State.
Ms. Maddalena is the Special Education
Coordinator for Grades 9-12 in West Orange
and has been with the town’s school dis
trict since 1985. Ms. Maddalena, a resi
dent of Livingston, N.J. holds an M.A. in
Counseling and Special Services and a B.S.
in Elementary Education from Seton Hall
University.
“Throughout my career, I have worked
with numerous teachers who have provided

extraordinary services for students and New
Jersey education,” said Joyce Powell, presi
dent, NJEA. “These services, which often
require strong commitments, patience and
creativity, deserve to be acknowledged. It is
my honor to recognize Betty for her dedica
tion to New Jersey schools.”
The Educator Medal of Honor Award is
an initiative co-sponsored by the College of
Education & Human Services a t Montclair
State University and the NJEA.
The award recognizes a New Jersey public
school educator who has made significant
progress and contributions toward closing
the achievement gap in his or her school or
district.

“I am honored to receive such a presti
gious award. More importantly, it has been
a privilege to work with students in West
Orange, and this award belongs to them
ju st as much as it belongs to me,” said Ms.
Maddalena in accepting the award.
The New Jersey Education Association
is the state’s largest association of edu
cation professionals, representing 192,000
elementary and secondary teachers, admin
istrators, higher education faculty, education
support professionals, retired educators and
students preparing to become teachers.
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Tri-Sigma Sorority Hosts Drag Competition
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Win an Apple IPOD in the OStore!
80 Gig! Included is a back pack, and a box
of your favorite bars! Come to the C-Store
for details
look for cases of Red Bull in the Student
Center April 10!
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fail! Things only fail when you have a nega
tive mind.”
The club looks prim arily for national
bands to headline. The lineup last year con
sisted of Doug E. Fresh, The Pennyroyals,
Steal the Air, Organic Thoughts, DJ Cipher
Sounds, and Jadakiss.
The president believes th at having the hip
hop headliner the possibility of a punk co
headliner, and booking local bands of diverse
genres enhances the diversity of this year’s
event.
The club calls or emails the performers’
agents during the selection process of book
ing them, and then fax over an official bid
once they find out who is available and the
desired salary of the performer asks for.
Subsequently, the negotiation begins if the
rate offered is not accepted.
Wilenta says th at the club has conducted
research and surveys which indicate what
the campus community wants to see and that
the club has tried their best to achieve what
the results displayed.
MSU junior, May Velasquez, a

Students from the SGA and Communication
Studies Dept, held a barbecue Wednesday,
March 29, in support of renovations to the
Student Center and development of the
Quad. Over 1,000 students signed a pledge
supporting the adm inistration’s commitment
to renovate the Student Center and other
facilities. Organizations th at took part in
the barbecue included Voices, 90.3 WMSC,
ASSIST, Players, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Red
Hawk Paintball, Organization of Students
for Creative Expression, Greek Council,
and Unified Asian-American Student
Organization.

*

-

Broadcasting major said, “I didn’t like the
choice of bands last year. I know th at we were
trying to give talent an opportunity, but the
weather was also the major factor th at didn’t
allow the event to succeed.”
Moreover, when informed on the specifics
of the upcoming 2006 Fest, May Valesquez
grew not only excited, but plans on volunteer
ing for the event as well.
“The Amphitheatre is going to be packed,”
said Valesquez. “I’m a L.A.S.O. Member and
I plan on volunteering for the event!”
“Last year the weather was the worst
part. The performances were outstand
ing,” said Senior Marketing major Michael
Worthington.
Wilenta commented, ‘Hopefully it is gor
geous oujtside and we can all get tans while
enjoying the show’.
The fest will be held at noon on April 22,
and will be free and open to Montclair State
University students who are 18 years of age
and older.In the event of rain, the Fest loca
tion will be moved to the Student Center
Ballrooms.

Greek life on campus, have been denied the
right to appropriate money because they
practice exclusion; not everyone can join a
Class IV organization, however anyone can
join a Class II or III, according to Chicken.
“The reason the organizations haven’t
been funded in the past is due to New Jersey
laws of exclusion,” said Chicken,
She added th at the laws are sim ilar to
th at of discrimination, because everyone who
pledges a Class IV organization may not nec
essarily get in.
Chicken said Class I organizations have
a budget, and Class II and Class III have
appropriations th at must be approved by
the SGA legislature. Class IV organizations
receive an appropriation through the Greek
Council th at goes to each Sub House.
Class IV organizations pay dues to be in
the organizations, which is used for their
programming.
Shemoff said her sorority pays $100 alone.
“Now th at the bill was passed, we won’t have
to pay as much for membership fees,” said
. Shemoff.

Chicken said SGA money goes towards
events put on by the Sub Houses, which can
receive money because anyone can be a part
of th at committee.
The biD also stated, “this issue has long
contributed to the separation of Class IV
organizations and the rest of the SGA.” .
Chicken said th at last year, SGA President
Angelo Lilia wrote a bill stating th at if a
Class II or Class III co-sponSors an event
with any Class IV organization, the orga
nization would receive an extra $50.00 in
appropriations.
“This was a way to end the separation
some feel th at are between these two groups,”
said Chicken.
Moreover, Gutilla added, “It’s a strange
misconception among the SGA th at we’re the
boss.”
“This bill will fensure th at Greek Life is
able to have even better events for all stu
dents through this $10,000,” said .Chicken.
“Truly we have heard the voices of the
Greeks and the SGA is responding appropri
ately.”

BUDGET
CONTINUED FROM E l
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Luis Rosario I The Montclarlon

Instead, it was suggested th at administration evaluates how critical each position
is th at needs staff, and making a decision
based on th at critique.
“It’s im portant to do everything we can to
avoid lay-offs,” said a member of the admin
istration.
“Frankly, personnel costs are the largest
part of the budget,” said Schuckel.
“By not filling, delaying, or cutting posi
tions, we save money, but one of those open

positions may be a teacher th at we need to
teach a class, which would in tu rn bring in
revenue for the university.”
Other potential school budget cuts are
school programs, extra-curricular activities,
and equipment costs.
Details about increased tuition will be
available after hearings to be held with MSU
adm inistrators and the Board of Trustees.
These hearings have yet to be announced
but will take place toward the end of April. .

C enter for A cadem ic A dvising 6 A dult Learning
M orehead
132
(973} 655-7114

HAVE YO U M ET
W ITH Y O U R
A D V IS O R 77
. Log in to your WESS account.
. Click on uAfy Advisor”.
. Schedule a meeting with your
assigned advisor.
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Rising stars and you ve
already paid for your ticket.
American Premiere

Phoen ix

Dance Theatre
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During 25 years of existence - from small begin

D a te s and T im e s:

nings in inner city Leeds - Phoenix Dance Theatre

Program O n e (Planted Seeds): M arch 29 & April 1 at 7:30pm

has grown to be one of Britain’s leading dance

Program Two (Mixed Bill): M arch 30 & 31 at 7:30pm

companies.

M SU celebrates the American College Dance Festival
W ith th e su p p o rt o f B ritis h C o u n c il, U S A

••BRITISH COUNCIL
“I United States
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Discounts for MSU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni.
Convenient parking located adjacent to the Kasser Theater.
Direct train and bus service available weekdays.
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Time Management Is Key To Audra’s S u cce ss
A licia Feghhi
S ta ff Writer

A day in the life of Audra TaliaferroGordon, 37, a sophomore communications/
public relations major from Clifton:
Wake up time: 6:00 AM
Time leaving house: 10:00 AM
Time between classes - Study, run errands,
make phone calls
Time leaving MSU - Varies. Depends on
homework to complete, or stability in com
pleting other assignments.
Latest time left campus: 8:45 PM on Mon.

and Tues.
Average time to arrive home - 9:30 PM
Activities after school - Work for
Continental Airlines as a customer service
representative
After work - Study, sometimes until one, or
two AM; estimated study time: three to four
hours.
She usually skips dinner and takes a meal
for the next day’s lunch.
Time to sleep: Depending on study load,
average time 11:00 PM
Schedule:
Mon - 11:30 AM - 12:45 PM / Public

Speaking
5:30 PM - 8:45 PM/ Philosophy
Tues. -1:00 PM - 2:15 PM / Media & Society
Wed -11:30 AM -12:45 PM / Public Speaking
8:15 PM -10:45 PM / Consumer Health
Thurs -1:00 PM - 2:15 PM / Media & Society
F ri-O ffi
“Although I don’t have children, it’s still
very difficult to juggle a full-time schedule of
school and work, home life, plus extra activi
ties,” said Taliaferro-Gordon, a returning stu
dent from Kean University 15 years ago.

ship with another MSU female? They surely
couldn’t be jerks or they wouldn’t be in a com
m itted relationship, right?
Pm not sine these guys in relationships
would like to hear that their girlfriends think
so little of them by their speedy response that
“all the guys suck a t MSU.”
What about those many platonic relation
ships, you know ... the “we’re ju st friends”
relationships? Don’t female students have
any male friends that are good guys th at treat

What this power is, I cannot say. All I know
is that it exists. . . and it becomes available
only when you are in a state o f mind in
which you know exactly what you want ...
and are hilly determined not to quit until
you get it.
— Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922),
inventor and educator
In my 26 years as a professor at Montclair
State, I have never had a former student
come back to campus for a visit and say
something like, “I made a big mistake while
I was here — I should have partied more
while I was in college!” That conversation
never has happened and probably never
will.
Former students have come back and said
things like, “If I’d just studied a little more,
I could have gotten into medical school.” Or
“If I’d practiced a little, harder, I could have
been an All American.” Or “If Fd worked a
little more on my research project, I could
have had it published.”
It’s not too late for you! You can do
something remarkable while you’re here at
Montclair State. And when you come back
to visit after you graduate, you’ll have no
regrets. It comes down to one question. How
you answer it will determine your future. If
you can answer “yes” to this simple question,
you can create your future success.
Here’s the question:
Are you willing to give up what you want
now for what you want most?
Suppose you want to get a 4.0 GPA this
semester. For the next seven weeks are you
willing to give up partying, watching TV,
playing video games, etc. for th at straight A
average?
Are you willing to give up what you want
now for what you want most?
Suppose you want to lose 15 pounds by
the end of the semester. Are you willing to
give up desserts, late-night pizza and all
th at sugar for the slim waistline you crave?
Are you willing to give up what you want
now for what you want most?
Suppose you want to become an All
American athlete. Are you willing to give up
hanging out for working out?
Are you willing to give up what you want
now for what you want most?
This is called “delayed gratification.” It’s
also referred to as “paying the price.” Some
people think of it as plain old “suffering.” In
order to fight through these feelings, your
commitment must be stronger than your
feelings. Your solid commitment to what you
want most has to outweigh the temporary
feelings of pleasure in giving into what you
want right now.
Why do this? Because the pain is tem
porary and the pride is forever. The pain
of fighting through these temporary feel
ings won’t last forever and the pride you’ll
have when you achieve something great will
last for the rest of your life. Just ask any
Olympic champion, Academy Award winner,
or Pulitzer Prize recipient.
Great artists, athletes, musicians and
professionals in every field have mastered

S E E ‘R E A L M EN’ ON P. 9
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From Copenhagen With Love

Karl de Vries I The Montclarion

To one world traveler, a sm all road trip to Copenhagen w hile studying abroad seem ed innocent enough, but h is exp eriences
th ere w ill be w ith him fo r a life tim e.
Karl de V ries

For many, Spring Break is a term syn
onymous with beaches, sunshine, m argaritas
and warm weather. In my situation, study
ing in Ireland, there isn’t such a thing as
sunshine or “t-shirt weather;” Europe, a t this
time of year, is cold similarly to New Jersey,
and the Green Island notorious for its ugly
climate.
However, with a week ahead of me for
some rest and relaxation, I was still bent on a
little adventure, even if I had to take m atters

into my own hands.
My plans started innocently enough: a
few friends and I were going to rent a car and
take a small road trip to the west coast of the
country, seeing such sights as the Blarney
Castle. Nothing too strenuous, ju st a pleas
ant drive through the country in search of
the “real” Ireland. But, as fate would have it,
my friend’s back began acting up and without
her to rent the car (you must be at least 21 to
purchase a rental), the trip was oft! Sitting
at home on Sunday afternoon, I suddenly dis
covered that my plans for the week had been
completely dashed.

But I was not prepared to sit around and
watch T.V. for the week. Packing a week’s
worth of clothes into a duffel bag, grabbing
my passport as well as my Europe on a
Shoestring book, I caught a train to Dublin,
then a bus out to the airport. Monday after
noon, after jotting down perhaps a dozen
locations I would be interested in going to, I
stared up at the departures board in Dublin
Airport. I would have gladly gone to Prague,
Budapest, Warsaw, Cologne or Amsterdam
to name a few. But in less than 30 minutes
S E E COPENHAGEN ON P. 8

W here Have All The “Real Men” G one?

Luis Rosario I The Montclarion

Erica Em m ich
S ta ff Writer

I was charged with the task of soliciting
nominations for the “Real Men of MSU” cam
paign recently. I took on the task with enthu
siasm. Walking out of the Student Center,
I began approaching female students about
nominating some “real men.” You know the
type, a man who is respectful towards women
or has helped to empower a woman on cam
pus. Much to my disappointment, I found out
th at there seems to be a shortage of good men

here at MSU. That is, if you ask the typical
female student a t MSU, “Do you know any
good men?” the most common response was,
“no, all the guys at MSU suck.”
As a supporter of the “Real Men of MSU
campaign,” I was initially surprised by the
lack of enthusiasm for the program and
then later I became ticked off a t the nega
tive attitudes towards the men at MSU. Of
course, not every guy can be a knight in shin
ing armor, but even a freshman like myself
knows th at not every guy is a je rk
What about men who are in a relation-

Rob G ilbert Ph. D.
Departm ent o f Exercise Scien ce and Physical
Education
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Form er Opinion Editor

How You
Answer This
Question Will
Determine
Your Future
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/ Ve fee» havingsex with this guyfor about a month How. Just last weekend he mentioned us becoming boyfriend
and girlfriend£ / like him and all, but I don It want to be in a setJ|ptajf relationshipi ls it possible fa hate no strings sex
fvithout eventually becoming a relationship? If not, what do / do?
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Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

To answer your first question in short,
many have tried, hut few have succeeded.
Casual sex is fine if it’s once-in-a-while, or
with different people. But once you start
doing it with the same person regularly,
casual sex transforms into a love making
ritual.
The problem is, depending on how often
you two me having sex, th at the relation
ship atmosphere has already begun to create
itself Look at your situation and ask your
self how you would feel if you saw him kiss
ing another girl. If you think th at you might
feel even the slightest tinge of jealousy, then
you too are being effected by it.
It’s only natural that feelings will get
involved when you are having sex with the
same person repeatedly. It can’t be helped
because, unlike wild animals, there are other
elements to the way we make love besides
procreation. Things like kissing, touching,
foreplay and cuddling are
all fonns of affection which
begins with emotion.
Another thing to con
sider is if your guy has
been sleeping over, leaving
things at your apartment,
or vice versa. If so, you
aren’t ju st his sex buddy;
you are a part of his life,
and th at’s w hat makes
prolonged no-strings sex
almost impossible.

BUS
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With th at said, I think th at you have three
Koren Frankfort
C hief Copy Editor
choices in this matter. The first and easiest
one would be to end the sex and
Many people dream of a “no strings
discontinue, relationship th at
attached” understanding
you have with him. Of
when it comes to get
course then you might
ting one’s rocks off but
h u rt his feelings,
it is important to real
and you said that
ize that this notion is
you like him so that
ju st a dream. Booty
might not be what
calls never last; instead,
you want.
they usually end up as
The next option is to
relationships or high
succumb and go into a
drama because people
relationship with him.
get emotionally involved
The only problem
as a result of sex.
there is th at you said
One must understand the
you don’t want to be
way men and women differ
in a serious relation
in term s of “catching feelings.”
ship. So you would have to
Women often give sex to get love
put aside whatever hang-ups
and men often give love to get sex.
you had about monogamy
Furthermore, women have a ten
before you did something
dency to give up the nookie after
like that. You would also
they catch feelings and men
not have as many options
tend to catch feelings after
in your love life as you do
the girl has given it up. So,
now.
in that, where you entered
The final thing that
your sexcapades feel
you could do is to cre
ing free, your beau may
ate strict parameters
. have grown feelings as
in your sexual relation
a result
of them.
ship with him. Things like
That being said, you’ve got to fess up, girl.
no sleeping over, no late night
calls, no non-sexual visits iand no storing You do not like this man the way he likes
personal effects the others domicile would do you and it is cruel for you to continue your
wonders to extend the shelf life of no-strings bumpin’ and grindin’ without being honest.
We, as women, Often assume th at men
have no feelings because we, when jaded, are
S E E ‘H E SAID’ ON P. 9

Attention Speech Language Pathologists,
Physical Therapists, Occupational Therapists
Special Educators, ABA Therapists,
Social Workers and Psychologists!

TheraCare
A jfrovider of Early Intervention
Behavioral Health Services
invites you to an

OPEN HOUSE
T h u rs d a y , A p ril 6th, 2006

2pm -6pm

N o r th e r n N J: 22-08 R t 208 South, Fairlaw n, N J 07410
• 201.703.0400

more vocal about it, but we
are wrong in th at assump' tion.
Men are sensitive too.
They have their hearts
broken; they get shot
down, and we don’t real
ize it because they hide
their feelings when us girls
would vent gleefully. By
not stating the way you
actually feel, you are only
giving his feelings room to
grow, and you don’t want
that.
You should absolutely not get in a rela
tionship with someone you have luke warm
feelings for, even if you feel hot and heavy
a t times, if his feelings are so much more
intense. It’s gonna bother you. Don’t h urt his
feelings, but tell him that you did not enter
your situation with a relationship in mind,
and do this soon. Chances are the man you
are seeing, being a man, will comprimise and
continue having sex with you; afterall, some
sex is better than no sex in the male mind.
The worst case scenario is that he’ll briefly
feel h urt and end your understanding. But
look at the bright side ... You’ve successfully
dodged an unwanted relationship.

I f you have any questions you would
like answered by our team o f sex and
relationship advisors, send an e-mail to
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said,
She Said”in the subject line

IV F
of
New Jersey

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
T H E IVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SE E K IN G E G G
D O N O R S O F A L L E H T N IC B A C K G R O U N D S B E T W E E N
T H E A G ES O F 21-32.

A S AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE W ITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

C e n tra l N J : 3010 B ordentow n Ave, Suite 4, Parlin, N J 08859
732.553.0100
S o u th e rn N J : 6981 N orth Park D r, Suite 504, Pennsauken. N J 08109
800.393.1306

W e hope you will be able to drop by to meet with the
staff of TheraCare, learn more about our programs
and enjoy som e refreshments.

Find out about exciting full time, part time and
independent contracting opportunities throughout
New Jersey and New York

Visit Our Website www.TheraCare.com

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED.$ 7 0 0 0 .0 0

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973)470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPH O N E (973) 470-0303

FA X (973) 916-0488
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COPENHAGEN
CONTINUED FROM P 6

speed on what life was .like
in this strange country I
was heading to alone.
After finding a hostel
through the Copenhagen
Airport, known as Kastrup
in Danish, I was walking
the streets of the quiet city
as the time neared mid
night on Monday night.
Dropping off my bag, I
braced myself against the
Scandinavian cold as I
made my way into downtowii
in search ofsomething
Karl de Vries I The Montclarion
to eat. After a quick bite
Unfortunately, one of the most famous sites at Copenhagen is
the canal that was frozen during de Vries’s visit.
at good old Burger King
(where they put mustard
on the burgers), I stopped
a flight to Copenhagen was leaving, a city I for a quick pint at a nearby bar. From this
had once heard of a long time ago. It sounded point on, my trip was forever changed.
I quickly met a few Americans from all
interesting enohgh.
I quickly booked my ticket and hustled over the USA. When one of them offered to
as fast as I could through security, running buy my next two rounds, I figured that there
down the halls of the airport to barely make was more at work than simple generosity. I
my flight. Over the course of the 100 minute quickly learned th at Otbcon, a hearing aid
journey to Denmark, I did as much research company, was having a convention th at week
as the book would allow, bringing me up to in the city, inviting employees and “custom

ers” (audiologists who recommend their prod
uct) out to the city on an all-expense paid trip.
Free flight, free hotel and, yes, free booze as
long as you told the bartender you were with
the company. That night, I drank for free on
the company Mastercard, eventually meeting
an American family of three; Bill, the father,
an audiologist out of San Francisco as well
as his two sons, Lee, age 18, and his older
brother Will, age 20, studying in Copenhagen
for the semester. They were here for a good
time and, if anything, Bill was more set on
partying than his two sons were. After we
closed the bar and the company dispersed,
we quickly went out in search of another bar,
where we drank Hoegaarden until six in the
morning.
Meeting up with them the next day, Will
took several friends of Otocon and myself
on a tour of the city; Copenhagen has itself
existed for nearly a millennium and the
architecture is indicative of one of Europe’s
oldest cities. With the famous canal frozen
over, the summer probably would have been
a more opportune time to experience the city,
but even in winter, it was beautiful nonethe
less.
Wednesday, we hopped a train and

explored the city of Malmo, Sweden, which
in my View wasn’t all that different from
Copenhagen; the Danish kroner is accepted
there and much of the city layout was very
similar.
When Otocon wasn’t paying for my drinks,
Bill refused to allow me to pay for any of my
other expenses. “You’re traveling,” he told me
more than once. “You should enjoy yourself.”
Regardless of how many times I offered to
pay, he bought not only my drinks for the
week, but even my dinner on one occasion.
In total, hostel included, I spent perhaps 250
euros for three days and three nights, in a
city where one pint costs nearly eight dollars.
Leaving on Thursday afternoon, I assured
Will th at there would be a place to stay for
him if he chose to visit Ireland this semester.
I figured it was the least I could do after the
graciousness I had been shown.
“Your friends won’t believe this story,” Bill
told me at one point over the week. I, myself,
am still in disbelief over my good fortune of
having gone to Copenhagen and having this
experience. It’s doubtful I’ll ever return to
Denmark in my lifetime, certainly for a while,
but .the memories will stay with me for the
rest of my life.

AUDRA
CONTINUED FROM P 6

4 60 Bloom field A ve.
973-509*0083

www.divisioneast.com
NOWBIGGER
ANDBETTER
IN MONTCLAIR!
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Alicia Feghhi I The Montclarion

Audra Taliaferro-Gordon is a 37 year old
non-traditional student

Her secret: “My secret is balancing my
time, being organized and creating a schedule
th at will fit my life style.” *
Taliaferro-Gordon’s advice to non-traditional students: “You can graduate! It can be
done! Time Management is the best solution,
whatever details your life might consist of.
It’s all worth it in the end!”
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L IM IT E D E D IT IO N
SN EA K ER S
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W O M EN , A N D C H IL D R E

M O N TCLA IR S T A T E’S V E R Y OWN
J e rs e y D ave.

P h o to : N ick C e g lia

ANSWER
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the art of delayed gratification.
Are you in earnest? Seize this very min
ute. What you can do, or dream you can do,
begin it. Boldness has genius, power and
magic in it.
— Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (17491832), writer

YOU HA

Need some help getting motivated or staying
motivated? Call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline
at (973) 743-4690. Three-minute recorded
messages available 24/7/365. New messages
every morning at 7:30.

B E C O M E AN
E gg Donor
A N D H E L P AN
IN F E R T IL E C O U P L E
T O A C H IE V E
T H E IR D R E A M S !

HE SAID
CONTINUED FROM P 7

Ea r n

$ 8 ,0 0 0

WOMEN A G ES 2 1 - 3 ! N EED ED

Contact Oar Donor Hotline 1-866-50-D O N O R
W W W .S B I V F .C O M
S

e m in a r s h e l d m o n t h l y

I n s t it u t e f o r r e p r o d u c t iv e M e d ic in e & S c ie n c e
a t

S a in t B a r n a b a s

s u it e

9 4 O ld S h o r t H i l l s R d
4 0 3 E , L iv in g s t o n , n j 07039

sex. But the biggest problem comes with
the enforcements of said rules and with the
seemingly cold nature of these requests.
The one thing I think you do have on your
side is th at he is a guy, and he will most likely
keep having sex with you for as long as you
let him. This doesn’t mean that you won’t
hear it from him when you get late night calls
on your cell, or when he sees you giggling at
some guy’s pick-up line. Know th at if you
don’t change anything and continue to have
Sex with your friend, he will only become
more attached, hot less. The more time that
is invested, the tougher the decision will be.

women with respect and they enjoy hanging
out with?
Or does a negative experience necessar
ily have to outweigh a positive one; is it the
human factor that we quickly remember the
bad and not the good experiences. Maybe
you’ve had a bad experience with someone,
but chances are you’ve had at least one posi
tive experience with a male member of the
MSU community whether it is a student,
a professor, a coach, a tutor or a custo
dian. Start with the small kindnesses you’ve
encountered and respect someone who has
held the door open for you lately or has gone
out of his way to make sure you are respected
in the conversation. Think about it ladies
and gentlemen. There must be somebody
who has made a difference in supporting and
respecting women on our campus. Or will we
allow the negative to become so memorable
th at we forget the many positive experiences
we’ve had with men at MSU?
Personally, I prefer to think of myself as
an optimist that happened to survey the
most pessimistic bunch of women in one sin
gle day. But I cannot help but wonder what
has made all the MSU girls turn against the
men here? Is there something in the water?
It seems th at I ran into more ladies that
believed better men could be found off cam
pus, or anywhere besides MSU!
Finally, has motivation become extinct
at MSU? Does the thought of completing
a nomination form seem too much time or
energy to invest or give away? I have noticed
th at sometimes when there is an activity
going on at this school, it seems the campus
organization sponsoring the event has to
light a fire under the students to get them to
participate. However I cannot imagine that
answering eight questions on a nomination

courtesy of www.menf6rallseasons.com.au

Though men, like this one, are very nice to look at, many
lack the personality that most girls at MSU are looking for.

form would be
so tim e con
sum ing
and
in c o n v e n ie n t
th at it would
outweigh the
benefit of giving
someone proper
recognition for
th eir positive
behaviors or
qualities.
If people dig
deep inside, I
believe you will
think of some
one a t MSU
who is making a
positive impact.
Maybe
you
have not been
the recipient of
this behavior,
but perhaps
you witnessed
the actions of
a kind, caring
and . respect
ful individual
who deserves
this recogni
tion.
I urge
you to consider
someone who
has m ade an
impact, great or
small, on your
fives in regards
to respecting
and supporting
women.

Ok, men of MSU, I think it’s time you help
answer the question ... Where have all the
“real men” gone at MSU?
I think it is time for guys to stand up and
be recognized for the great guys you are and,
YES, remind us ladies th at they are indeed
located at MSU. Here’s how: the “Real Men
of MSU” is a campaign th at the Center for
Non-Violence and Prevention Programs is
looking for men that are willing to take a
stand regarding violence against women.
If you, or someone you know, are a positive
male role model, who respects and supports
women or has helped bring an end to violence
against women, speak up because we want
to know who you are! You do not have to be
a perfect “straight A” student, ju st someone
who is decent and respects women. In fact,
you don’t have to be a student at all but you
MUST be a member of the MSU community.
To nominate yourself or someone you
know, you can pick up a form at the Center
for Non-Violence and Prevention Programs
Center on the second floor of the student cen
ter adjacent to the cafeteria, or go online to
the Montclair website, and on the main page
there is a link under events. It’s simple to fill
out, and it would be awesome to be chosen as
a “Real Man.” You will be representing the
best of the best at MSU. In addition to the
honor, and prestige of the award you will be
featured in the upcoming calendar “Real Men
of MSU.” Again, if you are a decent guy com
mitted to promoting and supporting women
at MSU, then why don’t you separate yourself
from the masses and show all the ladies of
MSU what you’ve got. Who knows, in the end
you could even become a celebrity on campus,
receive recognition for your attributes, and
enjoy a year long conversation opener! “Hey,
did you see me in the calendar?”

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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Rabbit Fur Coat Comes Into Style
Jenny Lewis’ First Solo Offering Doesn’t Wear Thin
M elissa Felicio
A ssista n t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Indie goddess, Jenny Lewis, introduces
herself as a star aside from front woman for
her other band Rilo Kiley. Rilo Kiley’s suc
cess on the independent label Saddle Greek
with albums More Adventurous and The
Execution o f A ll Things has molded Jenny
Lewis into the poster girl for the indie scene.
Her solo project with the Watson Twins,

“Rabbit Fur Coat is an
album that should be
bought to accompany
long, lonely drives of
contemplation down
abandoned roads.”

‘ courtesy of thesuperflcial.com

Peter Schaus
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Taking a break from headlining the hit indie group Rilo IGley, Jenny Lewis enlisted the
help of identical folk crooners the Watson Twins to make her solo debut a success.

On a request from friend Connor Oberst,
Jenny Lewis creates this album for his newest
endeavor, the label Team Love.
If you’re looking to hear the sounds of Rilo
Rabbit Fur Coat, in no way betrays her band
Kiley
on this twelve track package, think
mates of Rilo Kiley, but rather rises above
again.
A vintage taste of the melodious, quick
and recognizes where she came from.

witted Jenny Lewis infused with the
soulful and mesmerizing vocals of the
Watson tw ins leaves listeners anxiously curious for what lies between the
_________________
see ‘jenny lewis’ on p. 13

Talent Arcs With Covenant’s New Album
Skyscraper Shows A Band Evolve for The Better
Ben Faresich
S ta ff Writer

With the release of the single, “Ritual
Noise,” this past January, Covenant gave
us our first glimpse of their newest album,
Skyshaper. A strong track, “Ritual Noise”
appears to have been ju st the tip of the ice
berg. As usual, Covenant’s number one goal
seems to make you move. Almost every track
on this CD is worthy of the dance floor. They
mix catchy melodies and synthesizers- with
Eskil Simonsson’s smooth vocals and strong
Covenant’s newest album Skyshaper will please their fans, but has enough crossover
potential to appeal to fans of mainstream acts, like Depeche Mode and Prodigy.

“Almost every track
on this CD is worthy
of the dance floor.”
dance beats to make Skyshaper good for
casual listening, as well as for cutting loose
on the dance floor.
Skyshaper begins w ith the aforemen
tioned, “Ritual Noise.” This song is remi
niscent of old school Covenant, while still
maintaining aspects of the smoother sound
th at fens of their later work have come to
expect. It’s their first single from the album,
and it’s definitely one th at will get stuck in

Whit Whit:
That’s Right
She Went
There

your head, but there’s a lot . more here than
just the one gobd single. Track nine, entitled
“Spindrift,” sounds like something straight
off of their Dreams o f a Cryotank album, only
with better production. It’s definitely a nice
blast from the past, for those th at have been
following Covenant since the early days.
That’s not to say th at this band has not
evolved. Track two is a bubbly track called
“Pulse” th at sounds more like electroclash
than EBM. Then there’s “Brave New World”
which is a slower-paced, pretty, yet powerful
song. It’s quite melodic, but it’s backed by a
strong enough beat th at you could see it being
enjoyed in dance clubs and on your car stereo.
That’s a rare commodity.
The song “20 hz” stands out as one of my
favorites from the CD. The synths and beats

sound like something th at might have
been heard on their Sequencer album,
but the melodies seem more developed.
This song and the one right before it,
called “Greater Than The Sun” both
have these driving rhythm s th at just
make you want to move. That’s some
thing th at Covenant has become good
at over the years.
Overall, I’d say th at the new album
is a strong effort from a band that
continues to evolve, rather than stay
stagnant. Skyshaper is something that
will likely appeal to Covenant fans,
both new and old, but it also has a good
amount of crossover potential to appeal
to fans of groups like Depeche Mode,
Prodigy, and other m ainstream acts.

In a new interview in the April
10th issue of The National Enquirer,
Whitney Houston’s sister-in-law and
former BFF/drug buddy Tina Brown
spills the beans about everyone’s favor
ite drug-addict. Despite the fact that
she has been quoted as stating “Crack
is whack,” Brown confirms reports that
Houston’s outlandish behavior is not the
result of being coddled by the Hollywood
limelight, but the ravages of drug addic
tion.
Before I get on with the story, let me
treat you to a little m ental image. It’s the
year 1993. W hit W hit has ju st received
great critical acclaim for her role as a
threatened pop superstar seeking the
aid of Kevin Costner in The Bodyguard.
The Houston-dominated soundtrack
album has gone on to become the big
gest selling movie soundtrack o f all
time, as well as the best-selling female
album. The hit single off the album. “I
Will Always Love You,” has become the
best selling non-charity single and the
only song ever to be the topic on a news
show for being so overplayed. Whitney
is, frankly, the cat’s pajamas.
Now, let’s flash forward to the pres
ent day. Whit Whit now “spends her
days locked in her bedroom amid piles of
garbage, smoking crack, using sex toys
to satisfy herself and ignoring personal
hygiene.” When she’s not m asturbat
ing or avoiding the shower, the strung
but Whit W hit hallucinates and sees
“demons.” She responds to this like any
rational crack fiend by biting and bruis
ing herself, blaming Beelzebub for the
damage, or, as W hit Whit so eloquently
states it, “The Devil be hitting me.”
After fighting with the Prince of
Darkness and utilizing poor grammar,
W hit Whit loses her feke teeth and
shows up at her niece’s school toothless,
scaring all the other children. Is this
the carelessness of an addict or an elab
orate scheme to teach the children, our
future, well and let them lead the way?
Show them all the beauty they possess
inside, a promise th a t W hit W hit made
in her 1987 hit ditty “Greatest Love of
All”? I’ll let you, gentle reader, decide for
yourself.
But the best example of how Whit
W hit spends her time nowadays goes
to the night in 2004 when a drug deal
er called W hit W hit’s husband Bobby
Brown and begged him to come to his
crack house and take home his wife
for acting paranoid and out-of-control.
Whit Whit got thrown out of a crack
house...for acting out-of-control. How
out-of-control can you get th at you are
thrown out of a crack house? We may
never know. But one can safely say that
the outcome of the night was a far cry
from The Preacher’s Wife we used to
know.

ENTERTAINER OF THE W EEK: WHITNEY HOUSTON
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Jesus

AntichristusRises To The Occasion

Wumpscut’s New EP Shows Listeners That Rudy R. Is Back In Form
second half of the EP, the “Die Liebe” half is
good to listen to, but not quite as ready for
the dance floor.
“Die Liebe” is a slower, more atmospheric
track. It sounds almost like it would be wellsuited for a movie score, with an industrial
twist. The beat keeps it moving, while the
dark synths and vocals create a sinister feel
ing. The final track on the EP is “Recently

Ben Faresich
S ta ff Writer

This March, Wumpscut has given us what
is hopefully a taste of things to come. With
the release of the Jesus Antichristus & Die
Liebe EP, it looks like Rudy R. may be back in
form after h is last, somewhat disappointing,
studio release. This EP, which is basically a
double single, features four tracks.
The first track is “Jesus Antichristus,”
which is followed by a remix. “Jesus
Antichristus,” the name alone sounds like
classic Wumpscut, and the song doesn’t dis
appoint.
Dark synthesizers meld with distorted
heats and Rudy’s unique vocals, distorted,
yet intelligible. It’s a good industrial/EBM
track, as good as anything I’ve heard from
Wumpscut since “Evil Young Flesh.”
Following the album cut, is a remix by
Feindflug. Feindflug have become a favorite
for remixes. They could tu rn “Jingle Bells”
into a stompy, industrial war march capable
of filling up dance floors at goth/industrial clubs. That’s exactly what they do with
“Jesus Antichristus.”
While the album cut could certainly hold
its own on a dance floor, the Feindflug mix
leaves little doubt as to what these guys
had in mind when they sat down to remix
the track: get the dance floor pumping! The

“The album cuts are
both strong tracks, and
definitely make it worth
the money to pick up this
EP.”
Deceased Remix” of “Die Liebe.” It’s an inter
esting take on the previous song. The synth
lines are changed up a bit, and it’s given a
more drum and bass kind of beat.
There’s also the addition of some guitar
in the background. The result is a very dif
ferent version of “Die Liebe” th at sounds
at the same time, more chaotic and more
powerful. As I listened to Rudy belt out his
German lyrics on Jesus Antichristus & Die
Liebe, I couldn’t help but think to myself,
“Wumpscut’s back!”
The album cuts are both strong tracks,
and the remixes definitely make it worth the
money to pick up this EP. Let’s ju st hope that
cou rtesy of w umpscut.com
the full length release Cannibal Anthem, One fan showed his devotion to Wumpscut by having their name and logo tattooed across
coming in April lives up to my expectations. the top of his back.

Il SINE UDIII SBNE

Montclair State University
Presents
The Spring 2006

2K

Margaret and Herman Sokol
Science Lecture Series
Thursday, April 6 ,2 0 0 6 ,8 :0 0 p.m.
ism

•iti* *Mf*t*t

at the Alexander Kasser Theater

Nobel Laureate Roald Hoffmann

“Chemistry’s Essential Tension: THE SAME and NOT THE SAME”
Dr. Roald Hoffmann studied chemistry at Columbia and Harvard Universities (Ph.D.
1962). Since 1965, he is at Cornell University now as the Frank H. T. Rhodes
Professor of Humane Letters. He has received many of the honors of his profession,
including the 1981 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (shared with Kenichi Fukui) and the 1990
Priestley Medal.
Dr. Hoffmann has over 500 published papers in chemistry. He is also a writer of
essays, non-fiction, poems and plays.
Tickets, available through the theater box office, are free to MSU community; $10.00 - others.
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JENNY LEWIS FT. THE WATSON TWINS
CONTINUED FROM R 11

guitar, singing this lonely, summer lullaby to
no one, but a full blue moon.
Her voice as gentle as the soft sounds of
crickets in the. night, sending sweet vibra
tions right into your ear. She speaks on behalf

“This intimate encounter
displaying the exception
ally talented Jenny Lewis
and the Watson Twins
is executed with just the
right amount of sweet
and sour for any one to
enjoy.”

ARTS
C a le n d a r
M o v ie R e le a s e s

JM f if e -

Bride
Dir. Rian Johnson
Starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt and
Emile de Ravine

W

courtesy of rilokiley.net

Along with the Watsons, several m usicians including Connor Oberst (Bright Eyes) and Ben
Gibbard (Thé Postal Service/Death Cab for Cutie) lend their talent to Lewis’ solo debut.

croons, nearly humming the song “Melt Your
lines of these songs.
Rabbit Fur Coat tells the story of Jenny H eart”. Help from fellow artist and friend,
Lewis am idst her struggles with the memo Benjamin Gibbard, mastermind of the Postal
ries of past loves and a questionable faith in Service and Death Cab for Cutie, influences
God. W ith an introduction th at leaves listen the modern, get-up-and-dance time.
It is ju st what you would expect from the
ers wondering what will follow, “Run Devil
Run," is a haunting chant th at Lewis and the aid of Benjamin Gibbard’s pleading, quirky
Watsons use to allure listeners into the rest voice, in the track “Handle Me With Care”.
Bright Eyes frontman Conner Qberst lends
of the album.
In this track, Lewis and the Watsons his signature, quivering voice as counterpart
¡repeat the same verses with their steady to Lewis snapping off at a hard life,
voices, trying to summon the sprits of the i During “Happy,” you can almost imagine
^ d e a ie o ^ p m g them, “Run, devil ru h p ^v fl'4'- Jenny Lewis sitting on a porch of a small
house, rocking back and forth in an antique
TURf'devil run, from love.”
There is a mournful and eager loneliness chair. Surrounded by a vast spread of coun
th at fills the space behind Lewis as she softly try fields behind her she gently strum s her

of a love who she once watched undress. Her
hopeful pleas echo through the lonely space
as she simply claims an easy answer, “That I
could be happy/Happy/Oh, so happy.”
The best feature of this album is by far
the title track, “Rabbit Fur Coat”. This track
is the center of the album, draining Jenny
Lewis of all her emotions right into the
hands of the listener.
Her flawless storytelling is probably
influenced by the narrative songwriting of
a young Johnny Cash. The rabbit fur coat,
an accessory for disaster and fortune to her
mother at one point, leaves Jenny Lewis
with no other choice but to ask, “When I sell
out and leave Omaha/ What will I get?/ A
mansion house and a rabbit fur coat.“ Jenny
Lewis advises th at fortune fades just as her
mother’s did.

D ra w in g R e s tra in t 9
Dir. M athew Barney
Starring Bjork

A lb u m R e le a s e s
R o ck/Po p /Indie

Yeah Yeah Yeah
S h o w Y o u r B o n es!
R o ck/Po p /Indie

D«, O f Montreal
T h e S u n ia n d ic T w in s

A Sustainable Communities Roundtable Panel Discussion
Thursday, April 20, 2006
7 p.m.
Jubilee Hall Auditorium

Communities in New Jersey^ sprawling urban-suburban landscape are challenged to balance environmental
quality with a myriad of other critical community needs. Flooding and environmental degradation problems
arising from stormwater runoff are leading dilemmas affecting urban environments ami neighboring
communities. This roundtable discussion assembles a panel of distinguished experts in water quality to
discuss the complex planning and regulatory agendas facing local municipalities.
Moderator
Michael Taylor, Ph.D.
Director, Environmental

Panelists
Kirk 8 .Barrett, Ph.D.,

Studies Program
Seton Hall University

Director, Passaic River
institute
Montclair State University

P.E.,RW.S.

Ella Filippone, Ph.D.
Executive Director, Passaic
River Coalition
George Holzapfel, P.E.
Director of Public Works,
Wayne township

Rabbit Fur Coat is an album th at should
be bought to accompany long lonely car drives
of contemplation down abandoned roads. It is
a piece th at will remain part of a timeless
collection. Jenny Lewis’ sighs and her own
breathing rhythm brings listeners right into
her world, so close th at you might even be
able to touch her. This intim ate encounter
displaying the exceptionally talented Jenny
Lewis and the Watson Twins is executed
with ju st the right amount of sweet and sour
for any one to enjoy.

C o n c e rts & T h e a te r

Friday 31
Ani DIFreanco-Central Park
Friday-31
David Sedaris-Town Hall
Friday-31
Saves die Day-lrving Plaza
Friday-31
Flaming Lips-Webster Hall

Chris Obropta, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor,
Watershed Management
Department of
Environmental Sciences
Rutgers University

Saturday-1
Pretenders-trving Plaza.Saturday 1
TheClogs-Kitchen
Saturday 1
flaming Ups- Webster Hall

Seating is limited
To R.S.V.P. call (973) 761-9022
or e-mail environmental&shu.edu

Monday 3
Kieren Hebden (Fourtet)-Mercury
Lounge

COLLEGE OF ARTS'AND SCIENCES

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
400 South Orange Avenue • South Orange, New Jersey 07079 • irtsci.shu.edu

courtesy of m yspace.com

Jenny Lewis first rose to prominence as
Shelley Long’s daughter in Troop Beverly
Hills.

Wenesday 5
The Stilis-Mercury Lounge
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Top Ten Female Athletes of The
Twentieth Century
D om inique W ilson
Photo Editor

1. Jackie Joyner Kersee (Track and
Field)- She is considered the best allaround female track athlete and the greatest
heptathlete of all-time. She is the winner of
three gold, one silver and one bronze Olympic
medals. In the 1986 Goodwill games, she
was the first female to score 7,000 points in a
heptathlon event. She was voted the greatest
female athlete of the 20th century by Sports
Illustrated magazine.

2. Venus W illiam s (Tennis)- She is a
former number one world tennis ,champion.
She won two gold medals in the Sydney
Summer Olympics in 2000. With her sister
Serena as her partner, she won the French
Open doubles. Then she, won five other
doubles along with two mixed double grand
slams. She won the Wimbledon champion
ship in 2000 and 2001. She was also the
winner of the U.S. Open singles in 2000 and

2001.

3. M ichelle Kwan (Figure Skating)She is known as the most decorated figure
skater in U.S. history because of her finesse
and gracefulness on the ice. She won World
Championships in 1996, 1998, 2000, 2001,
and 2003. She won nine U.S. National
Championships in 1996, and 1998-2005. In
1998, she won a silver medal in the Nagano
Japan Olympics and a bronze medal in the
2002 Salt Lake City Olympics. She is a phenomenal and very memorable figure skater,

4. Amy Van Dyken (Swimming)- She
is has six career Olympic gold medals. She’s
the first American woman to make this
accomplishment. Four of her gold medals
were won during the A tlanta 1996 Summer
Olympics and the other two were during the
Sydney 2000 Summer Olympics.

5. Marion Jones (Track and Field)She is known as the world’s fastest woman,
She w as-an excellent athlete in track and
basketball. She was the winner of three gold
medals and two bronze medals at the Sydney
2000 Summer Olympics.

Dominique Wilson i The Montciarion

(From top left to bottom right): Jackie Joyner Kersee, Venus W illiams, Michelle Kwan, Amy Van Dyken, Marion Jones, Althea Gibson, Mia
Hamm, Mary Lou Retton, Laila AM, Rebecca Lobo.

6. A lthea Gibson (Tennis)- She is
known as the “Jackie Robinson of tennis,”
being the first African-American woman
competitor in the world tennis tour in 1950
breaking the “color barrier.” She became the
first African-American to win a Wimbledon
Championship in 1956. In 1947, she won the
first of 10 straight black national championships. After breaking the “color barrier,” she
won the Italian Open in 1955. She won four
grand slams in Paris and the French Open
singles and doubles. She earned Associated
Press Female Athlete ofthe Year in 1957 and
1958. Many people see how much Venus and
Serena have accomplished, but Althea is the
one who started it all.

woméq’s national soccer team for 17 years.
She was named FIFA World Player of the
Year in both 2001 and 2002. She has won
a gold medal at the A tlanta 1996 Summer
Olympics and the Athens 2004 Summer
Olympics. In the Sydney 2000 Summer
Olympics, she and the women’s soccer team
won a silver medal.

Ali. She was the winner of the m ain event in
woinen’s boxing when she went up against
Joe Frazier’s daughter, Jackie Frazier- Lyde.
She won by an eight- round majority. She
won the IBA title with knockout in two
rounds. She retained her titles in 2003,2004
and 2005. She became the second woman to
win a World Boxing Council title.

8. M ary Lou Retton (Gym nastics)- 10. Rebecca Lobo (Basketball)- She is

She became the first gymnast outside of
Eastern Europe to win the Olympic allaround title. She won a gold medal, two
silver medals, and two bronze medals during
the Los Angeles 1984 Olympics. She was
named “Sportswoman of the Year” by Sports
Illustrated magazine.
7. M ia Ham m (Soccer)- She is known
.
.
.
as one of the best women soccer players in 9. L aila A li (Boxing) -She is the daughter
the world. She’s played on the United States of the greatest boxer of all-time, Muhammad

a former professional player for the Women’s
National Basketball Association for three
teams. During her college years, she helped
lead the University of Connecticut win an
undefeated season of 35-0 in 1995. Then she
received thé Naismith and College Player of
the Year Awards. She was the youngest to
ever become a member of the U.S. Women’s
Basketball Team to win a gold medal in the
Atlanta 1996 Summer Olympics.

Women’s History Month All-Year Long
Justin e Burke
S ta ff Writer

With Women’s History Month gracing
Montclair State’s campus, it is im portant for
everyone to take a look around and notice all
the events happening to represent and honor
women from all over.
The women’s studies program, headed by
Sally McWilliams and found in Dickson Hall,
has been a part of the academic world since
1976.
With courses offered in various different
fields, women’s studies classes appeal to an
array of different students. From a rt and
design to economics, english to legal studies,
and human ecology to psychology majors,
the program is designed to help students
understand how gender applies to different
areas of the world: economically, politically
and culturally.
Along with the womten’s studies program,

the Women’s Center is a dominant department on the Montclair campus. Esmilda
Abreu, the Director of the Women’s Center,
and Kara-Morillo, the Program Coordinator,
both help plan, organize and carry-out many
of the events th at focus on women representation and rights.
The Women’s Center was first established
in 1972 by Dr. Constance Waller, in hopes
th at it would provide a comfortable environment for people to come in and have discussions on all different topics.
Now found on the fourth floor of the
Student Center, th e Women’s Center deals
with women’s issues and concerns, offering different opportunities for students on
campus to become involved and learn about
different issues th at women deal with a dayto-day basis.
They promote self-discovery, self-esteem
and self-realization through achievement of
individual and social empowerment. With
various groups under the Women’s Center,

the promotion of women is carried out
through groups like WAVES (Women
Achieving Victory Equality and Solidarity),
VOX: Voices for Planned Parenthood, Sisters
on Your Side, and Q-17, a LGBT group th at
meets weekly for an open forum.
“We believe it’s im portant for all people,”
Abreu said, when asked why students should
invest time into taking a women’s studies
course. “It deals with how everyone has to
deal with things;w e discuss different expectations and invisible issues like privileges
th at women lack.”
Both Abreu and MoriUo agreed th at wornen’s studies courses are im portant to take
because, although women have come along
way, there is still so much more to be done.
“Want to guess what two jobs women are
paid more in?” Abreu asked. After a few
moments ofthinking, she finally said: “Events
planning, and toxic waste management. Not
in fields of medicine, education, law, or even
interior decorating - just event planning and

toxic waste management.”
With such a large number of women
students and faculty a t Montclair (actually
having more female students than male, and
an approximately equal amount of male and
female faculty members), it is no wonder why
Women’s History Month has become such a
huge event.
Even noticed by President Susan Cole,
there was a flag-raising ceremony in honor of
the month on March 1st.
Women’s History Month is hot the only
time th at women should be acknowledged,
and these two departments make sure to
help promote th at idea,
“Just find your passion and see how it
applies [to Women’s Studies],” Morillo said
about the program. “Women’s issues are
everyone’s issues, and women’s \rights are
everyone’s rights,” she added,
With the variety of events being held this
month, it is easy to see ju st how women’s
studies can apply to anyone’s life.
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The Top Five Female Entertainment Icons
Peter Schaus
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003)

suit against
a
prom i
nent lawyer,
B ro ck o v ich
decides
to
seek damages
in her own
way by forc
ing her law
yer (Albert
. Finney)
to
give her a job
as a legal aid.
It’s this pushy
and uncon
ventional demeanor th at helps Brockovich
uncover a white-collar scandal, involving
the dumping of toxic chemicals into a large
community’s drinking water. The reed-life
Brockovich became one of the only lawyers
to orchestrate one of the biggest class action
lawsuits in America’s, history and wear
Wonderbras and m ini-skirts to work.

Despite the fact that Buffy the Vampire
Slayer existed within a fantasy universe, the
character of Buffy Summers (Sarah Michelle
Gellar) has been often lauded as one of the
first post-feminist icons. According to the
show’s mythology, each generation is given
a chosen one, one girl in all the world des
tined to save the universe from supernatural
threats such as Hell Gods, Werewolves, zom
bies and, of course, vampires. The biggest
success of the fantasy and horror genre is its
use of metaphor to capture the real horrors
of everyday life. High school and the world at
large hold its own demons th at make us feel
alone when fighting them. Buffy used this
metaphor to great effect and even went a step
further by incorporating feminist philosophy.
The character of Buffy has been seen as post
feminist icon because she doesn’t fall into the
category of masculine warriors. Even when a
female character is given the role of a champi Roseaxme (1988-1997)
on, such as Xena, she is often masculinzed to Roséanne Conner (Roseanne Barr) has
placate the heterosexist need for a dominant already gone down in history as one.of
warrior. Buffy was a California valley girl television’s greatest m atriarchs, a mere nine
who fought in battle with highlighted hair years after the cancellation of her television
and Prada pants. She set a new standard for show. Roseanne was a working class mother
the future th at allowed female characters to ! who took great care of her three children,
take on masculine roles without losing their her husband Dan (John Goodman), and her
femininity. In the final episode of the show, sister Jackie (Làurie Metcalf) in thè blue-col
Buffy enlisted the help of her friend Willow, lar suburbs of Illinois. Although the Conner
a witch, to change the slayer legacy forever, family’s struggles were great, Roseanne
by sharing her power with girls throughout never played the m artyr. She understood
the, world who had the potential to protect th at compromise is an im portant fact of life
and become slayers. Although vampires and and did so out of love for her family. Her
zombies are not a fear we generally think of strong sense of humor got her through every
in every day life, Buffy went off the air with day life and captured the hearts of millions of
the message th at every woman in the world television viewers for nine seasons.
has the ability to protect her fellow man and
Sex and the City (1998-2004)
change the world for the better.
For six seasons, Sarah Jessica Parker boost
ed the shoe sales of Manolo Blahnik and vali
Erin Brockovich (2000)
Appearances are deceiving in the film that dated the desires of sexually active women
scored Julia Roberts an Academy Award for everywhere with her role as journalist and
Best Actress in 2000. Erin Brockovich, audi sexual anthropologist Carrie Bradshaw in
ences were given a feminist icon unlike any this Emmy-winning HBO series. Sex and
they’d ever seen before. Brockovich (Roberts) the City took a look at four successful,
has the mouth of a truck driver and the single career women living in New York
wardrobe of the women th at frequent rest City, reaping the benefits th at the feminist
stops for quick tune-ups. After losing a law- revolution offered them. There was M iranda

(Cynthia .Nixon), a cynical and hard-edged
high-profile lawyer, who brought her TypeA meticulousness to the relationships she
embarked on. Charlotte (Kristin Davis), an
a rt dealer and tennis playing WASP, still
longed for fairy-tale romance, even though
Prince Charming was running fifteen years
la ta Sam antha (Kim Cattrall) had the looks
of a Playboy Bunny and the sex drive of Hugh
Hefner; believed th at if men could have sex
without attachment, she could too. And then
there’s Carrie (Parker), a quirky and neurotic
newswoman who smoked like a chimney and
dated the wrong men all in the' quest to find
exactly what she needed. All of the charac
ters eventually found happiness: M iranda
learned th at her cold approach to litigation
failed in the m atters of a heart and found
love in the emotionally open and estrogenminded bartender Steve (David Eigenberg).
After one failed m arriage, Charlotte discov
ered th at the aesthetic beauty of fairy tales
often disguised ugliness beneath and she
eventually found beauty she sought in an
unconventional way with a very unconven
tional Jewish lawyer named H arry (Evan
Handler). Sam antha discovered the comfort
and solidarity th at comes with monogamy
and a partner with the same lust for sex
in Smith (Jason Lems). After six compli
cated years with the infamous Mr. Big (Chris
Noth), Carrie realized th at all she wanted
was true love, regardless of the complications
th at come with it. Despite the series finale
finding all the characters happily paired up,
Sex and the City went off the air with the
message th at the only love th at counts is the
one you find within yourself and if you can
find someone to share it ..with, than th at’s
great.

one of the hardest
things in the world is
to live in it, a fact that
is focused on at great
length in this 2002
adaptation of Michael
C u n n i n g h a m ’s
Pulitzer Prize win
ning novel. W hat’s
even, more difficult
is living in the world
as a woman, some
thing th at the female equality movement
has helped to alleviate. In The Hours, the
audience is presented with two very sim ilar
women named Laura Brown (Julianne Moore)
and Clarissa Vaughan (Meryl Streep). Both
women are intelligent, well-read and happen
to be lesbians, although they exist in differ
ent time periods book ending the feminist
movement. Laura’s life in 1950’s suburbia
is mediocre at best. She has suppressed her
same-sex desires and ambition for a better
life to fit the housewife mold handed down to

her. Modern-day Clarissa, on the other hand,
has sought the education and lifestyle she
always dreamed of and enjoys a happy and
healthy relationship with her lover (Alison
Janney). Unhappy with her life, Laura first
considers suicide and then decides to run
away and do her p art in making a better
world where women had more options than
she had. It is because of people like Laura
th at women like Clarissa are able to live
the lives they’ve always dream t of living. By
showing both time periods, The Hours is able
to m ark the progression of society for the bet
ter and celebrate the women th at have come
The Hours (2002) It is often believed that out of the kitchen and into the world.

Media Distorting True Fem ale Image
Chantal Gabel
News Editor

In honor of Women’s History month, it’s
im portant to look back at what Susan B.
Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the
founders of the National
Women’s
Suffrage
Movement, fought for;
the right to be treated
equally. Keeping this in
mind, it’s a wonder why
women today are not
only constantly fighting
with each other, but also
GABEL
defying the struggle to
NEWS EDITOR
keep each other from
being looked at as sexu
al objects, as represented on music television.
Unfortunately for young women today, this
prejudice against each other can be credit ed
to our generation of pop-culture, which has
undoubtedly failed us, with constant images
of women’s nearly nude bodies strewn about
music television stations, which are so coincidentally popular for teens to watch.
Pop culture today,, without a doubt,
influences the way this generation of women
act, dress and talk toward each other. It’s
hard to tu rn on MTV or BET without see
ing half naked girls climbing all over some

rap artist, crawling all over a bed or in most
cases, sliding down a pole. When these kinds
of acts are displayed on television, it’s easy
for any young girl to potentially be corrupted
in thinking th at acting and dressing this
way is the definition of what a woman should
be. Realistically, these play dolls must lack
some sort of dignity and any hopes of a 401k
in their future.
One thing th at’s certainly silly are the
girls th at try to mimic these female images
in hopes of appearing attractive. While I
realize we do live in a century where wear
ing miniskirts and make-up in daylight is
acceptable, anyone with common sense can’t
help but laugh whqp walking into a dance
club to find girls provocatively dancing to
music th at contain lyrics such as Busta
Rhymes’ “Touch It.”
“Then I beat up the [censored] and be
makin’ it sw ell... then they try to walk with
a stru t so no one could tell how a guy got in
they butt ... she [censored] my cell...after
th at they get low and put the thing on their
lips.” Not only is this hardly English, it’s also
obviously degrading to women.
As Chris Rock once said in reference to
women dancing to music with sim ilar lyrics,
“I feel bad for the man th at has to pick a wife
out of this bunch.”

Women have to understand th at while
it is ju st music and a good beat to dance to,
we shouldn’t be so naïve in thinking th at
the men th at listen to this music don’t truly
think this way.
I’m sorry to break it to you ladies, but any
woman who has a boyfriend th at listens to
this music, and enjoys it, probably isn’t the
man you want to marry.
Think about ... it-how would you feel if
your dad was listening to songs such as
Jay-Z’s “Big Pimpin,” while thinking of your
mother? (You know I thug ‘em [censored] ‘em,
love ‘em, leave ‘em, cause I don’t ^censored]’
need ‘em ”)
While men in the music industry certain
ly play a p art in demeaning women, it’s also
im portant to recognize th at there are women
in the music industry who are just as much
at fault. For instance, Pink’s music video for
the song “Stupid Girls,” mocks her celebrity
rivals, such as beauties Lindsay Lohan and
Jessica Simpson.
The- perception of this video is, if you’re
feminine, you’re stupid, which not only makes
Pink look dumb in being prejudiced against
her own gender, but any girl that follows the
belief th at beauty equals idiocy is sadly mis
taken.
Another popular woman-against-woman

song is The Pussycat Dolls’ “Dontcha,” which
promotes women stealing each others’ boy
friends and lists qualities their girlfriends
havë th at they don’t, i.e. “Don’t you wish your
girlfriend was fun like me ...”
Sadly, the only reason this song got any
kind ofrecognition is because so many women
can relate to it.
The most im portant concern th at women
should have when thinking about the public
display of women is what can be one day
when we have daughters of our own. Little
girls are already losing their innocence at
such a young age due to a lack of judgment
on the public’s p art of feeding into this enter
tainm ent.
It’s been said th at this music is for the
sake of entertainm ent, but not many in the
industry are brave enough to take any initia
tive for adm itting how hard they’re making it
for women to gain a higher status in a maledominated society.
It takes a m ature person to grasp the
difference between reality and show-busi
ness, but in publicizing such senseless and
demeaning images on television for young
men and women to idolize, women should
expect the respect we’ve been fighting for
for so long to be an extensive, slow process
indeed.
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W O M E N 'S H IS T O R Y S P E C IA L

YOUR CATEGORY

Online System closes

Online System Opens

"Squat My Space"

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Village and Clove Road Residents

Monday, April 3,2006

Tuesday, April 4,2006

"Squat My Space" Roommate Pull-In

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Village and Clove Roa$l Residents

Wednesday, April 5,2006

Wednesday, April 5,2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-in

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Residents with Rising Senior Status

Thursday, April 6,2006

Thursday, April 6,2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-in

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Residents with Rising Junior Status

Friday, April 7,2006

Friday, April 7,2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-in

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Residents with Rising Senior Status

Monday, April 10,2006

Tuesday, April 18, 2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-in

8:00am

11:59 pm

Current Residents with Rising Junior Status

Wednesday, April 12,2006

Tuesday, April 18,2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-in

8:00 am

11:59 pm

Current Residents with Rising Sophomore

Monday, April 17, 2006

Wednesday, April 19, 2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-In

8:00 am

11:59 pm

First Time with Rising Junior or Senior

Tuesday, April 18, 2006

Wednesday, April 19, 2006

General Selection/Roommate Pull-In

8:00 am

11:59 pm

First Time Residence Hall Applicants

Wednesday, April 19, 2006

Wednesday, April 19, 2006

(Includes Graduate Resident Students)

(Includes Graduate Resident Students)

with Village preference
(90 credits and above and Graduate Resident
Students)

with Village preference
(60 credits and above)

with Clove Road A Traditional Residence Hall
preference
(90 credits and above)

with Clove Road A Traditional Residence Hall
preference
(60 credits and above)

Status with Clove Road A Traditional
Residence Hall preference
(30 credits and above fo r Clove Road and
all other credit amounts fo r the Traditional
Halls)

Status Residence Hall Applicants
(60 credits and above)

Open to all above Categories
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When budget cu l season comes around in Trenton, the Litunedi- ate victim s are so often the apathetic and those who don’t vote.

lieing forced to g el by with less money in their budget, each office
on campus should be expected to do the sam e

Because college students are historically asleep at the w heel on

If the State is intent on devoting any money to publicly- funded

d ie first Tuesday after the first Monday in November. Corzine last

higher education, it should do the job right. In 2003. New -Jersey

week took the liberty of slashing state funding for public universi

ranked 41st m the country in state tax funds devoted to higher

ties to the tune o f about ten percent.

education by personal income.

If th en 1 is one thing that President Susan Cole does w ell for

More and more NJ students are exploring out of state educa

the university, it is lobbying state officials for positive change.

tion options, since the1 state is doing an inadequate job at making

However, even Cole w ill mo->t likely not be ahle to save us from the

staying in-state financially attractive. This is a poor economic

eventuality o f a severe budget crunch th is year.

policy since it drives out som e of our best and brightest, who w ill

So w hat is M ontclair S tale U niversity to do? The m ost obvious

a tim e when increased revenues would lie a godsend, cutting our

increases. However, our adm inistration should, and m ust, look

investm ent in higher education is a poor economic choice. Driving

deeper into its budget in order to make this eventuality as tam e

out our educated workers before they even enter the workforce can

a» it can be. Making students take the brunt of th is now budget is

only result in stunted growth.
Corzine, who proposed the cuts nearly three w eeks ago, seem s

Governor Corzine m encouraging the

to already be backtracking in recent days. Pressure placed on

university to cut adm inistrative costs before the knee-jerk reac

the Governor by politicians on the right side of the issue such as

tion: raising tuition. Can university department» he combined and

Assemblyman Kevin O’Toole, who said that he w ants a full restora

high-paying director positions elim inated? Can pay increases for

tion of proposed cuts, w ill help to bring change to the budget a» it

em ployees be frozen for a period of time? Are there redundancies

enters the legislature. Perhap» Corzine wanted to set a dire stage

m adm inistrative offices? Do we really need a director of shuttle

so that he can play the hero when hi' restore» »ome or m ost of the
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services? A ll o f these and more should be investigated.
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likely eventually settle down near their out-of-state location*. At

and easy answer is the one that is most painful to students: tuition

lazy, irresponsible and unfair.
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money that his own proposal took away. Regardless, Corzine made
a poor deci»ion with h is disregard of educational priorities in his

An across the board budget ( ut of all departm ents should take
place a t the sam e rate th at tuition w ill increase." If students are . budget proposal. W e should n ot lose sigh t o f that.
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OPI NI ON

Delectable Dining As A Red Hawk
Tips On Finding Edible Food At T h e University On A College Student’s Budget
Dorm food: two small words th at send
chills up your spine. Eating the same food
day after day makes you yearn for a homecooked meal. A lack of
variety and a dwindling
budget make living at
home during your college
education an even better
idea. But is Montclair
State University like
your high school cafete
ria, or has mystery meat
JA M IE LYNN
been elim inated from
CORYELL
the menu for good?
COLUMNIST
Even if you commute
to Montclair State, chances are you will
consume the food available to students at
least once. If you are anything like me, as a
first year commuter, you may have planned
on making McDonald’s your second home for
three meals and snacks. You may have even
thought of running home between classes to
grab a quick sandwich. Now in my second
semester at MSU, I have found th at the
variety of choices is nothing short of a smor
gasbord.
Across campus, there are countless places
to eat. Grab a new wrap at the Goccia Café,
a plate of pasta at The Rathskeller or a
sandwich at the Student Center cafeteria. It
is surprising to see countless meal choices

at Montclair State. Even more astonishing,
the food is decent! Granted it may not taste
as good as mom’s homemade lasagna, but it
comes pretty darn close. Let’s take a tour of
the fine dining a t MSU!
Perhaps the Student Center holds the
most places available to eat. The dining
room provides more of an elegant dining
experience with a fancier setting and food.
Though I have not personally eaten there, I
have heard th at it is pretty good. For a mod
erate price, you can enjoy a full meal. The
cafeteria is home to many, both commuters
and residents. From sandwiches and burg
ers to soft serve ice cream and coffee, the caf
eteria curbs your appetite for the munchies.
Downstairs at the “Ratt,” you can enjoy
plates full of pasta for a low price. The
Rathskeller has mostly Italian style sand
wiches, pizza and salads, along with an
assortm ent of other foods; most cost under
$5. For a pretty large helping of food and a
low price, you will find yourself content!
The Goccia Café, also located in the
“Ratt,” makes crisp, fresh salads to order.
New to the menu are wraps arid soups. For
ju st under $4, you can get a good-sized, fresh
wrap with your choice of fixings! The con
venience store carries wraps and salads, too
(the same found in the cafeteria upstairs and
the same prices) and doughnuts and bagels

for breakfast for a moderate price. Snacks
and other items are on-hand, but some of
them get pricy. As a shopaholic who knows
prices of things from food to clothing, the
convenience is not worth the extra money you
would pay for some of the boxes of candy or
popcorn.
The Red Hawk Diner is another popular
place to eat, and it is open 24 hours for fac
ulty and student convenience. For normal
diner prices, you get the same good food.
The hot chocolate even comes with whipped
cream, hot fudge and chocolate sprinkles on
it; for $1.50, you can’t get much better than
that! Not only can you get delicious hot choc
olate, but from meals to snacks, to stay or go,
the diner has everything to satisfy your late
night or lunchtime craving!
Other locations do not seem to be as popu
lar, but are still decent to eat at. Individual
carts and trucks are located around campus
at different times of day, such as the truck
located in front of Dickson Hall in the early
afternoon. These meals on wheels have
soups, sandwiches and snacks. Others have
hot pretzels, hot dogs and energy drinks.
College Hall also has a cafeteria with sand
wiches and other lunch items. I have not
tried their food, but I hear it is good!
I have heard more complaints about the
“real” dorm food (located in all of the resi

dence halls) being bland and more tasteless,
but overall, I guess they are not too bad
- 1 mean, people are still choosing to live on
campus, right?
The Student Center has most ofthe choices
of food since, the majority of the student body
heads to the cafeteria or to the Rathskeller
to grab a quick bite to eat before class starts.
Many study groups and friends will meet in
the Student Center to have lunch or a snack,
where they will find plenty of places to sit
and talk or do homework during a break in
the day. It may get tough to find a spot to sit
sometimes but overall, you usually do not
have to eat standing up!
So the next time a friend from another col
lege complains about the food in their dorms,
invite them for lunch to the Red Hawk Diner
or The Rathskeller. For a low to moderate
price, you can enjoy a good meal. Again, it
may not be as good as a home-cooked meal,
but don’t you appreciate your mother’s cook
ing more?
Montclair State University understands
th at school is your home away from home and
is always adding fresh meal choices. So now
th at you have gotten some ideas, what’s for
lunch today?
Jam ie Lynn Coryell, a B u sin ess major, is in her
first year a s a colum nist fo r The Montclarion.

Afghanistan’s Backw ards Intolerance
Inalienable Human Rights Such As Practicing Religion Being Ignored In T he Middle East
When John Locke spoke on the inalien
able rights of men, he was not writing about
a new nation th at would come to encompass
those ideas. Instead, he
meant th at these rights
were infinitely univer
sal. Any human being
who had an inkling
of sympathy, respect
or a sense of human
ity would recognize the
three rights he pro
claimed. Those rights, in
PAUL
OSSOU
case you are not famil
COLUMNIST
iar with the Treatise
on Government, or the
name John Locke, can be found in our
Declaration of Independence. You know that
part th at says we all have the right to life,
liberty and the pursuit of. happiness. Well,
th at’s not word-for-word of what Locke was
saying, however it was the “common sense” of
the time. Why am I starting an opinion sec
tion article off with a rant about John Locke’s
natural rights? These rights have become
standard parts of all democracies around the
world.
There are certain things that, as human
beings, we can not be denied, th at there are
certain m atters to which the government

There are certain matters to which the government
can not interfere ... Afghanistan [has] proven that these
rights have not been universally recognized”

cannot interfere. However, these last two
weeks in Afghanistan have proven th at these
rights have not been universally recognized,
th at there are still societies th at do not toler
ate the rights of the individual or minori
ties.
Don’t think th at I’m naive or th at I’ve
lived through my life thinkirig the world is
ju st one big happy democracy except for a
few evil countries. Far from it; my family
comes from this part of the world, and being
Christian, they faced this exact type of per
secution. I hope you get the point about what
we are up against with the extrem ist wing
of Islam. These are the measures they are
willing to go to spread their religion or, at the
very least, to eliminate any opposition to it in
their own societies.
The man to whom this is happening is
Abdul Rahman, a 41-year-old Afghan to

S M O K IN G G U N
courtesy of krtcam pus.com

whom Islam no longer seemed like the reli
gion th at was true. In his heart, he felt that
C hristianity was the correct form of religion,
and he wished now to practice it. He had
been practicing it for about 16 years in peace
before it was realized th at he had converted
from Islam. The response to this by other
Afghanis was appalling. They gathered in
mass and called for his execution, which, by
the way, is acceptable under the Islamic laws,
which guide Afghanistan’s legal system. In
an effort to avoid international pressure,
Rahman was deemed mentally unfit for trial
and was released. However, he immediately
went into hiding to avoid the Islamic clerics
who are calling for him to be found and killed
anyway. W hat does this prove?
It proves th at Islam is much further
behind than we like to kid ourselves into
believing it is. Everyone should have the
right to choose his or her own religion.
M atters of spirituality are personal, and in
the Western world, this is recognized. The
state should not even be involved in this type
of m atter, at least according to Locke, let
alone th at the state supports religious laws
th at forbid one to chose one’s own religion.
This is a step back for Islam. In older times,
they were more open and accepting of people
not like themselves than non-Muslims were.
However, th at has changed. This is proof
th at the fight against terror is not ju st a fight
against those who look to kick us out of their
country. It proves th at even when left alone,
Islam can pose a threat to non-Muslims. This
does not mean th at every Muslim hates nonMuslims or seeks to harm other people. But
Islam is focused around the community of

believers, and when huge crowds of them are
gathered in front of the world media yelling,
“death to Christians,” how can this result
iri anything but m istrust between Muslims
and non-Muslims? The community of Islam
needs to look at itself and come to grips with
this type of hate within its own community.
This can not be allowed to continue if they
expect to be p art of the world community.
The citizens of their country must be allowed
to see to their own m atters of faith. People
cannot be persecuted for their beliefs. If a
person wishes to practice a different religion
than the one they were bom into or the one
they are currently practicing, then th at per
son should be able to. The rest of the world
should not tolerate this from any country, but
it comes from an especially delicate location
with in the Islamic world. Perhaps it is now
time for Muslims to step back and examine
if their religious laws and the laws of their
country should be the same. Not everyone in
the Middle East is Muslim, and as long as
those people live there, should they have to
suffer because they are not Muslim?
I think we know what we believe; they
should not. When people tell me th at the
war on terror is just a bunch of conservative
bologna, I tell them this: the Muslim world is
not a tolerant place. While it’s clear th at the
war in Iraq is a mess, and perhaps launched
on false premises, I believe th at we have cre
ated an opportunity to relieve the pressure
off the backs and minds of those trying to
bring change to their societies, but who sit
idle because they are afraid of this type of
persecution.
If you hate big, rich politicians who you
think are the only ones benefiting from this
world-wide terror campaign, please remem
ber people like Abdul Rahman, or my family,
who fled their homeland their people have
lived in for thousands of years before under
pain of death and suffering for being a nonMuslim in Muslim society.
Paul O ssou, a Political Scien ce major, is in h is
first yea r a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Calling Out Conspiracies
Links Between An Untruthful Administration And September 11th
I don’t mince words when I talk about
George W. Bush. The' reason is because, even
with all his half-baked schemes and dement
ed reasoning, he still
does not get the proper
criticism by the main
stream media. If there is
any chastising, it’s usu
ally hidden within the
pages of media-created,
star-studded gossip th at
kicks off an hour-long
conversation with your
TOM
SHIELDS
girlfriend about why
C O LU M N IS T
______________
Tom Cruise is weirder
than everyone else.
Impeachment for Bush seems to be the
only option, but then th at would put Dick
Cheney at the permanent controls as the new
boss of the United States. Though lucrative
entrepreneurs, the Mafia’s thievery looks
like chump change compared to the real La
Cosa Nostros; our American government. I
like a good conspiracy as much as the next
guy, but what I’m about to tell you are hardnosed facts. In a recent article in New York
magazine by M ark Jacobson called “The
Ground Zero Grassy Knoll,” Jacobson has
stirred up a compelling argument about
Bush and his cabinet, knowing about the
attacks or even the “unpatriotic heresy” of
saying that Bush him self was part of plot to
hit America from its inner belly. Yes, there
is reasonable evidence th at 9/11 could have
been an inside job.
There are many anomalies th at ju st don’t
add up on why two jet airliners crashed into
the biggest office buildings on the East Coast
and another at the center of defense, the
Pentagon, without warning. When the smoke
had cleared, 3,000 Americans were killed,
and everyone was looking for a hero. Bruce
Willis wouldn’t be coming back to reprise his
infamous role in Die Hard 4, so we all looked
to Bush to lead us to victory and security but
in the last five years, we have been duped
more than the people who participate in
pyramid schemes. So here are some facts to
snack on:
Did you know George W. Bush’s brother,
M arvin Bush, worked as director of the
security company Securacom, who, on 9/11,
was in charge of the World Trade Center and
United and American airlines security? Not
to mention security of Dulles airport in D.C.,
from which Flight 77 flew off to its ultim ate
destiny.
The history of the Bush family is tain t

ed, too. Senator Prescott Bush, George W.’s
grandfather, made his millions during World
War II as director of the Union Banking
Corporation, where The Third Reich fil
tered its dirty money. The most eerie fact in
Jacobson’s article is when he mentions that
the Bushes and Bin Ladens have the same
bankers.
But it’s not only these simple facts, it is
also some scientific conspiracies th at come
into play about 9/11. For example, Jacobson
states, “If hydrocarbon-fueled fire (from
jet liners) can max out at 1,800 degrees
Fahrenheit and steel melts at 2,700 degrees
Fahrenheit, why did the towers fall in such
short of a time —only 56 minutes in the case
of the South Tower?”
The real answers can lie in the Number
Seven World Trade Center Building, which
crumbled in the wake of the Twin Towers’
demise. Jim Hoffman, a physicist and soft
ware engineer from Alameda, California,
was interviewed by Jacobson about the
Number Seven building, which fell in 6.6
seconds and was not hit by any airplanes.
“Its 58 perim eter columns and 25 central
columns of structural steel would have to
shatter at almost the same instant,” stated
Hoffman, “which is so likely impossible.”
Well, the Number Seven building might
be a forgotten casualty of 9/11, but the most
interesting fact of the building is th at it
was home to the IRS, CIA, Secret Service,
Department of Defense, and The Securities
and Exchange Commission (think large
bank accounts and overseas transactions).
Any evidence of this attack on American
soil could have crurhbled with World Trade
Center Building number Seven. No body, no
evidence: an old Mafioso trick. “Luca Brasi
sleeps with the fishes.”
Don’t get me wrong, there are some
very silly and outlandish conspiracy theo
ries online, like the hypothesis of “hologram
planes” th at hit the towers, but the point
is, question everything. Question the skep
tics, the right-wingers, the left-wingers, the
freaks, conspiracy theorists and just ask
yourself one question: Who benefits? It is a
question you must think outside of to get the
real answer, or a shadowy reflection of it.
It is normal for the American people to get
bed to. Many presidents have done it before.
In historian Howard Zinn’s recent article,
“American Blinders,” the 80-year-old struc
tu ral expert says in his opening sentence
that, “Now th at most Americans no longer
believe in the war, now th at they no longer

Q u e stio n o f
The W eek
W h a t D o You T h in k
A b o u t T h e Blew’S ta tu

tru st Bush and his adm inistration, now
th at the evidence of deception has become
overwhelming (so overwhelming th at even
the major media, always late, have begun to
FRANCHELLE
register indignation), we might ask why so
PARAGAS
many people were so easily fooled?”
We were easily fooled because of 9/11.
Year: Junior
Major:
Think about it. How do you cull the masses
Psychology
into believing your unjust cause? Simple
answer. Strike fear into their fives. The South
“At first they
was the first to go. All you had to do was add
frightened me. I
a little religion, making claims to end abor
don’t understand their intent, hut I sup
tion and saying gays should not marry. The
pose it makes the campus appearance
South as “a God fearing congregation” soon
more appealing. But how much did they
fell under the Bush adm inistration’s spell. cost and how do they really contribute to
But the North was the last stronghold, and our campus?”
has always been a liberal stronghold that
has questioned everything. For anyone to get
A LB ER T O
the North to its knees, they would have to
N O R IEG A
orchestrate a plan so broad and catastrophic
Year: Junior
that we, the American people, would sign
Major:
off on anything the President and his goons
Filmmaking
wanted to do.
So next time Bush is standing at his
“They are neat
podium addressing the population, remem
from afar, but
ber th at history generally repeats itself and
kind of scary up close.”
^ • .. ■* '
th at other Presidents have, lied to us before.
Kennedy lied about our involvement in
M IC H A EL
Vietnam, LBJ lied about the Gulf of Tonkin
and Nixon about the bombing of Cambodia.
The elder Bush lied about our involvement
Year: Senior
in the Persian Gulf War, which was really to
Major;
Theatre
defend Kuwait to assure th at we would get a
steady flow of oil th at would fuel our econo
“Something
my. The Iraqi Conflict is just another ploy of
strikes me as odd, j
U.S. Imperial Domination. Our government
uhsettfing,tW hat
needed a reason to attack the Middle East,
happens if it rains or somebody loses
and th at reason was 9/11. They picked the
control?”
weakest Middle Eastern countries to attack,
Iraq and Afghanistan, so the U.S. could
STA CY
establish a m ilitary presence and exploit the
BA RICH
countries for its oil.
Ted Koppel, former anchor on Nightline,
Year. Senior’
who wrote a column called “Will Fight for
Major:
Oil” in last month’s New York Times about
Political Science
the Persian Gulf War and the recent Iraqi
“I think th at they
Conflict, quoted Dick Cheney, then defense
are an innaceurate
secretary under the elder Bush during the
representation of
Persian Gulf War, “We’re there because the
Typical MSU students.’ I also think th at
fact of the m atter is that if part of the world MSU could have fbund a better way to
controls the world’s supply of oil, especially utilize th at space.”
if it were a man like Saddam Hussein, with
a large army and sophisticated weapons, it
M A R IA
would have a stronghold on the American
M A STR O
economy and on the world economy.”
Yean Junior £
Majon Psychol
ogy

Tom Sh ield s, a H istory major, is in h is first year
a s a colum nist for The M ontdarion.

“When I firstsaw
them, it was at
night, and I thought it was fraternity
pledges tapedup. Now I ju st think
th e y ^ creepy*
A N N -M A RIE
SER E
Year: Junior
Majon Dance &
Communications

T think it was not
H U
m i the sm artest idea
lioc.’iuse it opi-tia the door for vandalism ’

BRYANT
EDWARDS
courtesy of krtcam pus.com

cou rtesy of krtcam pus.com

The Montdarion Mailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on. disk (text only format) or via e-maii: • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be con
sidered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montdarion and may be edited for length, content and
libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or
e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday,, 10:00 p.m, •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montdarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

■ P ;

Year: Senior
Major:
Adult Fitness

“They took the
best looking part of
rumpus and ruined it ”
Q uestion o f th e Week opinions are view s
exp ressed by the stu d en ts o f M ontclair State
University, ami m e not n^ cessam m e view ,
o f The M ontdarion.

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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• Apples on the Go; Student Ctr Main Lobby; 8am-10am
« domestic Violence Workshop; University Hall Room 2021;1:00-2:15
• Mindfulness is Meditation; Drop In Ctr;1:00-2:00
ft Dr. Jules Burgevirv! 7r
0 Dr. Jules Burgevin! 7r

where.

Tuesday, April 4, 2006

•
•
•
•
®

Asian Heritage Flag Raising; N,loon in front of Finley flail c •Creative Arts for Stress Relief; Drop In Ctr; 12:00-2:00
Healing Rooms by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship; Student Ctr-Lobby; T1am-2pm
Communication and Healthy Relationships; Bohn Hall Lounge; 8pm
Discussion: Death Penalty in NJ; Student Ctr Rm 415; 7:30pm
Sponsored by Essex County Pax Christi
• Discussion; "The School of the Americas"— US military training school; Student Ctr
Rm 418; 7:30pm; Sponsored by Essex County Pax Christi

Wednesday, April 5, 2006

• Day of Conscience; Sponsored by STAND; Student Ctr Q,
• VOX "Die In" at 3:30, Student Center Quad

4

| MONTCLAIR
STATE

■

I UNIVERSITY

M'ONfCLAIR STATE UNIVERSiTY

The S ta te o f Learning in New Jersey

■ n/omm s

I Center.

it y

♦ Healing Rooms by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship; Student Ctr Lobby; .11am-2pm
• Diversity Discussion; Hosted by SPECTRUMS and the CNVPP; Bohn Hall, Main Lounge; 8pm
Thursday, April 6, 2006

• MSU the Holy City; Student Ctr Rms 41 1 4 1 2 ; 11:30am-12:45pm
• Conversation Cafe: Impulse to Action: Dialogue and Creating a Culture of Peace;
Drop In Ctr, 12:45-2:00
• Douglas Medina: Activism and Peace Efforts; University Hall Rm 3011; 2:30-3:45
• Take Back the Night; Student Ctr Quad; 6:30pm
(
• Coffeehopse at the Ratt! 9:00pm; Sponsored by ASSIST and Service for Peace; 9:00pm

• Take Back the Night - A discussion and debriefing with Dr. Molly Grimes; Drop In Ctr; 12-2:00
Week Long Activities'

• Signing of the Peace Wall; Student Center
• All day, all week: Viewing of the Film BABAKA; Student Ctr Main Lounge
• Cell Phone Collection Drive; drop off cell phones to: the Center for Non-Violence and
Prevention Programs, the Women's Center, College Hall, Drop In Ctr or CAPS. All phones
will be donated to a local Women's Shelter
■

NEED MORE INFO?
C A L L CNVPP
@ 973-.655.7033

C E N T E R F O R N O N -V I O L E N C E
A N D P .R E V E N T IO N P R O G R A M S
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A r i e s ¡*t
April 19}
Early this week, a close friend m ay reveal an
impuri ani deadline 01 ufli-r a rare sonili ulti
m atum . Planned lelnhratmns nim nutm enl :«
pul.hr events ei fm atnial pai tu ipallori ma, he
a kev sourie oí teii-uin

W T a u ru s M

w w w .th e m o n tc la rio n .o rg
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by Aaron Warner

Two Dudes
pu pe, r w $ eeh m m m
$ O m C A T R .£ V W O N l
c m 'T m m ß e z w M
p a y n & AHP i m c o u u p

to tm

m

(April 20 - May 20) |
Home rnliv, social apreemen:- and daily dune
now need In tie unproved Over ¡he ilex! ■
day.-, close friend' ni ivLiI im-» may mil provtl
Miifiuenl aspisianre oi support (¡roup iiugou.
non.' and a candid di'tU'S.on of tune «Llit'diili-fl
will bn helplul. make sure loved ones appreciate
your restriction*, cmouonal bmmd.iru-® ■
short term expect am

m iam

UKE YOU m & m GO
m O M £O J& $s
o m f$ $ m p x M y
m m ?

m m v m w m *$

ONTOUtôHT.

\

/

H G em in i **
i May 21 - «Tunc 20)
Over the next 11 day*, public events may hi
scattered nr easily disrupted Take none of it
personally at p re sim. tsoth loved one* and
close friindh are unhkclv to understand th
full implications of their commente or a. ci< r s
Before nest week, expcil lute cancellations
and minor puwe.r struggle.'
■

by Aaron Warner

A College Girl Named doe

HI C a n c e r »€
(Juso 21 ~ July 21)
Before mid-week, a Jong-term friend mav
require private and controversial advice. Area:
of concern aie riddici 1ve behavior*,
mangle* and unproductive relationships

« L e o set
tJuly 22 - August 21)
('ampio* workplace .ilinuu.es and new
jssignmiTits will thi* wvtk ufler a rare view
p m ate opinion® -iomennr ilo-e may n u j
tru®t i he judgment of expenonn-d a
or manager.' Frolle for unique facts or Indile
social mica mat ion, ynsurdny « busines* hist
may soon prove unexpectedly rcn-aliiur

M V ir g o m
'.August 22 heprem ber 21j ■
A pa*! ai-quainiruici’ mriv soon <i'k tor renewe
¡rust ur a second chance. Yeëtenlciy’® di-nr
point m m * mav have been more deeply ic-|
than anticipated Alter Tuesday, watch for oh
iiicnd* to olh r lingering rnemorie* or *uipU|
ing descriptions of past events. Go slow a
wait for d e a r signs of progress
ft

m L ib r a ÉS

'Sc pteinber 22 - Ori oboi 22 .
Family gatherings will require spedai plan H a p p y e a r ly A p ril Fool's, w w w .jo sh sh a le k .co m k id _sh a y @ jo s h s h a le k .c o m
ning over the next 11 days. Cancellations,
revis* >i scheduli’®or minor dwu-rei nn-nt.' mav
" LisTeN, I ’M oH a PlAy DAT«, wffif
nc pnJilemaiic Don’t he di'®u.ided at pic-'cnt,
My BRoTHeR pRe&py ANt> Fe T u s t
lnvi'ri ones mav need e \ 1iu time in rea lice Ili«>
ACRO SS
irripm 1 ¡un. ui lioinc commitments «ino longKÏCK«D oVeR fly SAND OtSTLe. TM
1 Org. of Wie and
Webb
tw in i- fatumships
THi NKiNG »F GETTING LfcGAl. iNvoLv«D

Crossword

< #'Sco rp io
{October 23 - November 21)
Romantic and social intrigue are now on the
I im’ I M o ie 'lhur®d«i> ex peci new Ii lends ni
work I'I.ite* to inspiiv unexpected rum antu
Lnamdc s IVivjti* flirt at 10ns wi'l in- quickly
iiotiLi’i! or exposed iivmd held afte d e m ', i w e—
■uve humor or public di'ilosur'"- uf delicati!
informai um

^

~

w Th is ..."

m S a g it t a r iu s 0 ’
■ 'Nsivemtn r 22 - D fti'inh.'r
Love ijffair® and *ublle flirtation« may ¡hi
wci k demand public aiknowledgenuint. ¡ b e
the next few days, recently shy or withdraw!
frunii® mav uitiielv *i’ek group .ippnn.i' o
acieplaucc

M C a p r ic o r n M
(December 21 - January 19) H B ||
Workplan rwvirf ini ions m«iy be eii'ilv del .11 led
over the next 'ix davs After 'Ilie.id.iy. oldeil
colleague' will not arcept leviscu team iniormution. new a**:gnn.iMUs oi u calivi Ijiir^j
methods
ft

fk A q u a r iu s dm
¡January 20 F ebruary 17i
i'.ireei and fmuiic-ial deci'uui* are bevi avuidid uvei the nevi few davs Although financial
luck i» high loved one* may mi®crdrul»le longlenii need® m paymciit *c!ieduie* Thuroughlv
lep ean h mid finalize all documents hefoie

aecepting new risks.
■
’February 18 - M anli li)i
Before mid-week lomantic porlnir* or older
relativc-s mav be tem peram ental or di®tru->lful of group invitations Afti r Mnrdav expect
complex social triaugl," :o be publicly deluded
or to bin-fly derail sp in a l evcrile [Ihm'.iiui.j I
■■utburst» a n intense but shoit-lived remain
optuni.'iii hut watch for mmor indication.® of
lingering doubt

“This ¡pay be a sim ple game of ‘Spin the Bottle’
to you, Bob ... but to us, it’s Russian Roulette.”

5 B e ta __
(Diphda)
9
Ababa. Eth.
14 Lawman Wyatt
15 Yemen port
16 Missionary
Junipero
17 Clan chart
18 Metallic sound
19 Authority to
decide
20 1994 Dana
Delany movie
23 Took off
25 Lobbyists, of a
sort
26 Leaky PA
reactor
29 O ak’s cousin
30 Miscalculate
31 At the stern
32 That girl
33 Open positions
35 ‘T h e Tempest”
character
37 Ditty
38 Occupied
40 Not ter
41 Bill Clinton, e.g.
43 Paavo the Flying
Finn
44 Service charge
45 Rower’s need
46 Tango team
48 Shoe width
49 Young fish
50 Frigate, e.g.
52 Dem. of the ‘50s
53 Unable to think
55 Humiliate
58 Merlot or claret
59 Melodramatic
lament
62 Droops laxly
63 Even once
64 Storage tower
65 Stances
66 Charlie Brown’s
expletive
67 Beatles movie
DOWN
1 Tennis do-over
2 Golf norm
3 Long-tailed
African primate

1 2. 3
V
14
17
20
23. 24
29
134
33
37’
41
i
44 •
49
1
53
55 56 57
62
65

9 10 11 12 13
16
19

5 6 7
8
15
18
22

21
26
30
j
■

a

31

35

38 39

m

42
■

51

50

1

High point
Hostage taker
Newspaper boss
Choir member
Johansson and
Stenmark
9 Complies
10 College VIP
11 Arid
12 Tax grp.
13 _ Paulo, Brazil
21 March 15th
22 Crusoe creator
23 Hire new
. employees
24 Temptress
26 Mary Astor film
27 “Carm en” writer
28 Twists of fate
34 Earl Grey or
pekoe
35 Trick of the
tongue
36 City near
Lourdes
38 Author Asimov
39 More cramped
42 Present quality

36
40

1 Ü 43
46 47

58
63
66

Jg) 2006Tribune M edia S e rv ice s, In c.
A ll rig hts-reserved .

4
5
6
7
8

26 .27 28
32

48
154 I
59

60

64
i

lL

3/30/06

Solutions

43 Yup’s antonym
46 Bullock thriller
47 Electricians, at
times
51 Vishnu’s partner
53 Wight or Dogs
54 Writer Ogden

55 European peak
56 Shout to
surprise
57 Martino and
Pacino
60
_____________ _____________ of th
61 Soak (up)
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Child Care Wanted

Help Wanted
Summer camp jobs. Camp SpeersEljabar UMCA (only 1 1/4 hours from
Montclair) has openings for sum
mer positions including counselors,
photography specialist, store man
ager, mountain bike specialist, and
equestrian councilors. Contact us
toll free (877) SPEERSY or on line
Egg donors wanted: established
donor program seeks loving women, www.campspeersymca.org.
21-33, to donate eggs to infertile
couples. Healthy, non-smoker, living
in the USA. Generous compensa
Local entertainm ent company look
tion! (888) 363-9457 www.reproduc- ing for energetic, motivated indi
viduals to earn unbelievable money
tivelawer.com .
plus tips as a children's performer.
No experience necessary, w e w ill
train you. Must be available week
Jewish donor needed. $8000 com
pensation. Must be 21-30, brown
ends, have car and Internet access.
For more information call Bob at
hair, high SAT's. Call (866) 50-DONOR (or email claudiap@sbivf.com)
(973) 890-4167.
and give reference #2713. All replies
are confidential.

Waiters/Waitresses: hired for week
end catering work in West Orange.
Will train. Pay at $12 per hour. Can
make up to $400 on weekend. Call
(973) 731-7900.

E ats flies. D a te s a p ig .
H o lly w o o d star.

Sitters wanted. Average $10 per
hour. Babysitting, house-sitting,
pet-sitting. Register free for jobs
near campus or home start earning
extra cash now! www.sudent-sitters.com .

Need money? Love kids? Register
as a babysitter at www.firstfindbabysitting.com. Earning potentials
are endless and registration is free.
First Find Babysitting proudly serves
the Wayne, N J. area.

Reliable babysitter required for our
2 children (ages 1 1/2 & 3 172) Ap
proximately 15 hours/wk w ith some
weekend nights. Must drive and
have car. Reference recommended.
Call Carrie (973) 571-1811.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass I t Ott.

Babysitter needed for 2 1/2-year-old
(and occasionally 8-year-old) Friday
mornings in Glen Ridge. Potential
for more hours. Non-smoker. Own
transportation a must. Local refer
ences helpful. Call (973) 259-9317.

THE F O U N D A T IO N L S I A B E T T E R L IF E

iiV

www.forbetterlife.org

You could be if you join global recognition and
networking for smart people.
V is it w w w .q o ld e n k e y .o rg to le a rn m o re

G o l d e n K e y I n t e r n a t io n a l H o n o u r S o c ie t y

Recognitionfo r Success. Keys to the future.

Babysitter needed 8 - 1 0 hrs/wk for
3 children. Must be responsible and
experienced w ith infants. Flexible
hours, prim arily daytime, occasional
evening/weekends. Contact: (973)
509-8402 or pgoldsteen@comcast.
net.

M ontclair fam ily looking for an en
ergetic babysitter to watch two fun
kids (ages 2 1/2 and 5) on Mondays
(8 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.) and Wednesdays
(8 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.) starting in May.
Please em ail Plum_D@yahoo.com if
you're interested.

For Re

$500 cash bonus
Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students

May be combined with most other publicly available Ford Motor Company national incentives
at the time of purchase or lease on the model you select Lim it one offer per customer. See your local Ford or
Lincoln Mercury Dealer for details. V isit our Web site for official Program rules.

Log on to
www.YourTicket2Drive.com

Female roommate wanted to share
a furnished one fam ily house in
Clifton. Very dose to campus and
major highways. $650 plus half gas
and electricity bill. (973) 931-6889
(Lena).

2002 Chrysler Sebring. 4 Door,
11,600 m iles. Garage kept, one
owner. (973)471-1445.
♦★ ♦★ ♦★ ♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

? $ 5 0 0 cash

♦
Hr
★

*

J A trip to the 2 0 0 6
mtvU Woodie Awards
in New York City
2006 Fad F-150

X A brand new
2 0 0 7 Ford Fusion!

co lleg e student

purchase program

w w w .fordcollegehq.eoni

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal residents of the U .S .1 8 and older who ere currently enrolled (or have graduated after 5/1/04) in/ftom a nationally accredited college/unlversity, junior college,
community college o r trade school at time of entry. VOID IN ALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHEREVER PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. Entries for the Grand Prize Sweepstakes m ust be received
by 11:59 p m. (EST) on 1.0/1/06 and entries for the Monthly Sweepstakes drawings must be received by 11:59 p.m. (ESI) on the 27th day of each calendar month during the Sweepstakes Period.
Subject to the Official Rules. WsltVhurTicket2Diive.com.

♦
♦

★
★
* Positions Available Immediately

★

for Ma4 Scientists.

£

*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦

♦ Mad Science o f North Central New Jersey
Î is currently looking for students to work
* 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes
* to kids. Excellent pay-including training!!

Po You;
♦Love Working with children/
♦Have foil-time access to a car/
♦ Have an outgoing personality^
if you answered yes to these guestions,
give us a call at (973) 244-1880
and set up an interview.

♦ g .* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

for a chance to win:
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W here’d They Go? NBA Power Rankings
A Look At How Our Local NHL Teams Did At The Deadline Where Does Your Favorite Team Rank Among The Top Ten?
Nik Protasenia
S ta ff Writer

The March 9 trade deadline in the NHL
has come and gone. There were many rumors
leading up to the deadline about who was
going to be traded and where. Several bigname players were dealt and others who did
not go anywhere.
All in all, there were 31 trades involving
35 players, and there were numerous draft
picks dealt as well. The biggest deal was per
haps the goalie swap between the Colorado
Avalanche and M ontreal Canadiens, in
which the Canadiens sent Jose Theodore
to the Avalanche for David Aebischer. The
other thirty trades, however, should not be
overlooked. r
Every team in the league except the
Tampa Bay Lightning was involved in the
frenzy in order to find ways to help them
secure a spot in the Stanley Cup playoffs. In
the New York metropolitan area, our three
local team s were no strangers to the trade
deadline, and each team was busy with
securing key players for the stretch.
New York Rangers
The Rangers have been proving every
critic wrong this year with their unbeliev
able season. Jarom ir Jagr is once again the
league’s top scorer, and for the first time in
a while, he is comfortable with his environ
ment because of a plethora of native Czechs
on the Rangers’ roster.
In addition, Rangers rookies Petr Prucha
and H enrik Lundqvist have had stellar
campaigns and both should receive Calder
Trophy mention. Despite their success, the
Rangers were becoming too predictable on
their power play. It consisted of getting the
puck to Jagr so he could score. Although

cou rtesy of NHL.com

Henrik Lundqvist has been a big addition to
the Rangers roster and is being looked-to to
add years of impressive goaltending to the
list of expectations the Rangers have for
their team and players.

th at strategy has been pretty effective, they
needed a second wave of attack. With this
in mind, the Rangers acquired offensiveminded defenseman Sandis Ozolinsh from
Anaheim to help bolster the blue line. This
trade could not have been any better for the
Rangers. They now have the offensive pres
ence they needed. Ozolinsh will be a key in
the playoffs, as he is a proven performer in
the spring.
W hat the Rangers really needed was a big,
hulking, power-forward type guy to stand in
front of the net and score rebounds on the
power play. This may actually come back
and bite the Rangers because many goals
th at are scored in the playoffs are scored off
of rebounds since defenses become stingier
and breakaways are really nonexistent. This
could have also boosted their power play even
more and taken more pressure off of Jagr.
New Jersey Devils
The Devils have had one of the tougher
seasons in recent memory. Their head coach,
Larry Robinson, left the team because stress
was making him ill. In addition, veteran
defenseman, Vladim ir Malakhov, retired
early into the season and veteran sniper
Alexander Mogilny has been demoted to the
minors for lack of compassion and poor play.
Lately, however, the Devils have been slowly
getting back on track, but the deals they
made on the deadline will not help them in

their current situation. This may be the first
time the Devils miss the playoffs since 1996.
The Devils acquired two veteran defensemen at the deadline: Ken Klee from Toronto
and Brad Lukowich from the Islanders.
In order to get Klee, the Devils gave up
Aleksander Suglobov, a minor league player
with scoring potential. Ken Klee is too old
to even be considered a threat and has no
Stanley Cups to his name. Giving away a
potential scorer was also not a good idea
because the Devils are in need of a scorer
since Patrick Elias has been out with illness
and broken ribs. Lukowich is the better of
the two deals since the Devils only gave up
a draft pick to get him. This year, however,
Lukowich has been benched by the Islanders
for sloppy play and the Devils can only hope
he plays a stronger game and adds the lead
ership they need. In their first three games
for the Devils, Klee and Lukowich combined
for a minus-seven rating.
The Devils also acquired veteran
tough-guy Jason Weimer from Minnesota.
Throughout his career, Weimer has been an
unproductive winger who is only good for
rough stuff. The Devils already have enough
g rit on their roster with Cam Janssen and
D arren Langdon. W hat the Devils really
needed was more scoring punch and more
leadership on defense. They also should have
dealt Alexander Mogilny because they really
can’t afford to pay his salary while he drifts
through the minors.
New York Islanders
This year has been a bust for the Islanders.
They fired both their head coach and GM
and their free agent signings this past sum
mer have been all but disappointing. The
Islanders are out of the playoffs and will be
in a rebuilding mode.
With th at said, the Islanders dealt away
some pricy players in exchange for younger,
cheaper prospects. They gave away winger
Mark Parrish and Brent Sopel to the Los
Angeles Kings for two young players: Jeff
Tambellini and Denis Grebeshkov. Mark
P arrish was integral to the power play
and will be missed, but Sopel has been a
huge disappointment. Both Tambellini, and
Grebeshkov have tremendous upside and
will blossom into strong players if they are
'seasoned well. The Islanders, however, have
a reputation for giving away valuable young
players. The Islanders also dumped Brad
Lukowich for sloppy play, another one of their
free agent busts.
Oleg Kvasha, the enigmatic forward who
long desired to leave New York, finally got
his wish and was traded away to Phoenix for
a draft pick. The Islanders will be a young
team next year as they go through their
rebuilding mode. The fans can only hope that
this mode will not last long as they have been
incredibly impatient. The Islanders have not
advanced past the first round of the playoffs
since 1993.

Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

As The NBA season winds down, each
team s finds itself with about 12 or 13 games
remaining on their schedules. While some
team s are fighting to make the playoffs, oth
ers are fighting for the No. 1 seed and home
court advantage. Here is a look at the NBA’s
top ten team s in the power rankings.
L Detroit Pistons (56-14): Although they
have been as dominant during the second
half of the season, the reigning Eastern
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ing one^ s a M r a ^ B ^ ^ M j ^ against
Washington M fefiv£...awava^ m e s including
one in Miami.
2. San Antonio Spars (55-16): They are
currently neck and neck with the Mavericks
in the Southwest Division, but you have to
give the tiebreaker to the defending champs
right now. They accumulated a better home

Schedule: Seven ilom e games and four on
the road including a fairly easy five-game
home stretch.
3. Dallas Mavericks (54-17): Offensively
this team is pretty much unstoppable.
Defensively
as many holes
as a ittM s ia l^ i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w ^ iW ^ a g a n a
Diop lUs g i^ i^ f c r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t A ior presence
by
per game t |i s fear, the
Mavs still need mor^i Who is going to step
up for th e # d y k e
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nee^ a slo m ^ h e ^ ^ ^ y ^ fjp e /M ^ fe ric k s
I f they

get
fourth
quarter ofany game trailing. Good luck with
that!
Scheduler^ r e m
a i n i n g
and six on the road MCluding some difficult
opponents.
4. New Jersey Nets (41-28): Although Miami
currently has a better record, their recent
nine gajgae. winning streak has come at the
perfecl turn for J .uson Kidd and company.
Not onl j l l l l tWevWeWliM he Pistons during
this s tiiU i but tle } ^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ a s s e d the
Suns, b B rn g thenfto aseapon low 72 points.
With
Nenad
Krstic and Jason Kidd, I think that they can
put a ninW wHter- th at rn M fftlk e them all
the wt f S r tlgt j|astM C q ia^^K e"1^ ia ls .
Schedule: Wlfcjf 13 ■g attiep -^l and eight of
them in Je rse jith e Nets could be on easy
street. Their nHBsqpponents average 30
wins and their home opponents are averag
ing only 31.
5. Phoenix Suns (47-23): The Suns are once
again one M the besfcpffensive team s in the
league this year. However, ¿3y confidence in
their ability to gat'deep ifrthe^playpffs this
year is pot vfiQ* high /They haven’t played
with Amare Stoudennre all season long,
and Shawn Marion prove#" last year that
his numbers don’t translate ihto post-season
play.i Without better defense, this is just
another Mavericks squad without as many
scoring options.
Schedule: Only A p t home' ghmes remain
courtesy of NHL.com
antf still eight M t on the road, hdt only three
Alexander Mogilny has not been performing
up to par and some say he should have been of tKeir next 12 opponents are in the top ten
in power rankings.
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traded at the deadline.

6. Miami H eat (47-23): |Efie Heat have
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7. Denver Nuggets (40-31): I’ve always been
a believer th at every team needs to have a
go to Superstar who can carry their squad to
wins from time to time. This is why I have
the Nuggets above the Grizzlies. Carmelo
Anthony is averagmgfflfeost 27 points per
game this veaium d l i as »lifetimes ' put this
team on his back. T also think that if you
look ut this team , ih r only thing they are
mis$ingis adynamic guard/forwaid \vho ero
de his mi n shots. They have a solid power
forward in Kenyon M artin, Defensive Player
of the Year candidate Marcus Camby, and a
top notih point guard in Andre M ’l- 1
Scrndme* Their-rem ainingsix nomegsmes
and five away games are a m ixture of good
and bad teams including each a home and an
away game agianst the struggling Jazz and
one game against the league’s second-worst
team , the Trailblazers.
8. Memphis Grizzlies (41-30): Iffliey have
seven
double
figures ^ s c o rin g wljich shows how deep
their bejife
biggest problem will
be on tlfe iq a ril' a- tiny rank 28th |n total
rebound?fj! the kflguo. However, over their
last ten galte& th lir
p fh e best in
the Western O T^-euco. GbSffg hot at the
right time is key to v ^p lm g championships,
ju st B
| Pittsburg Stealers. |®m*w m ,
lft||lu le
is p r |H i p ^ ^ ’n | | M look past a borne
game against the Clippers and away games
at New Jersey and San Antonio. After that,
it’s clear sailing.
9. LA . Clippers (41-29): If you told me dur
ing the off-season th at the Clippers would
be one of the top ten team s in the NBA,
I would have told you th at you should be
committed to a mentaljnsfitaiion. But here
they are;Jb a d -.iL M ^ ^ ^ ^ rs!®®s^fcaiS, they
would
the
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Schedule: Although thbiisEexa®iiifi12 teams
average a record of 38-33, their six road
opponents have an average record of 41-30.
Their home opponents should be a little
easier with an average record of 35-35. .
10. Washington Wizards (37-33): Maybe if
Larry Hughes had been better th is j^ s o n ,
the Cavs would be the last team on £ffp list.
The Wizards ju st have too manvjwiapons.
Gilbert A renas-A htav^ftam i^^ ln d Caron
Butler arq alLserious
threats on this
team. Thdfeaverajaf ovflflOOpoints a game
and if ^ e ^ M y jBBfcAW zanl- can stay with
any
home and
road qppQi leats have arffaverage record of
36-34, v S p i^ jS ’t bad for the Wizards a ta ll.
The o n ^ ^ & ^ lh a t is g o in g ^tefcy th em ,
thougjjfis tn e ^ fim ru n g lp ^ fto a d games
out qr 12 in whiA tlfeypali face San Antonio.
and Detroit. ^
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Yankees
Strengths:
Lineup: The Yankees lineup has always
been its biggest strength dating back to the
20s and staying strong all they way up until
the 70s, only to see it drop off in the 80s and
early 90s, then we all know what happened,
after that. Today’s lineup is something that
not only resembles one of recent years, but
can be compared to the Earle Combs/Babe
Ruth/Lou Gehrig combination of the 1927
team.
Defense. The Yankees aren’t standouts
when it comes to fielding percentage, but
they are better than most teams. A little
defense can go a long way in baseball.
Leadoffhitter. The Yankees finally have
a legitimate leadoff hitter in Johnny Damon.
For years, Jeter has batted leadoff and has
seen his numbers decline a bit, but he’s back
in the No. 2 spot where he belongs, and now
we should see a rejuvenated Jeter, who will
have the opportunity to drive in runs.
Bullpen: The addition Kyle Farnsworth,
Octavio Dotel and Ron Villone added more
opportunities for Mariano Rivera to enter
the game, and all baseball fans know what
happens when Metallica’s “Enter Sandman”
plays over the loudspeakers. It usually
means Frank Sinatra will soon be singing
“New York, New York.”
Ballpark: Like Shea, the stadium fits thè
team. But, instead of being pitcher friéndly,
Yankee Stadium favors any pull-hitter who
steps up to the plate. Center field is very
uninviting to batters at 408 feet, but the
right field line is a miniscule 314 feet and left
field is only 318 feet.
Weaknesses:
Rótàtion: ~This could have went either
way because Randy Johnson does lead that
group of starters, but after him, an aging
Mike Mussina, the ever-injured duo of Carl
Pavano and Jaret Wright, and the emerging
Shawn Chacon will try to win when Johnson
isn’t on the mound. You can also say that
after Johnson and Mussina, the rotation is
filled with youth and potential.
Designated Hitter: One advantage that
the American League has over the National
League is the designated hitter. Usually a
team will get the biggest, meanest guy who
has no other ability but to swing a bat and
absolutely murder a ball (Boston’s David
Ortiz and Oakland’s Frank Thomas), but the
Yankees have chosen Bernie Williams to be

2 0 0 6 P ro jected Lineup

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.

Johnny Damon
Derek Jeter
Alex Rodriguez
Gary Sheffield
Hideki Matsui
Jason Giambi
Jorge Posada
Bernie Williams
Robinson Cano

CF
SS
3B
RF
LF
IB
C
DH
2B

2006 Projected Rotation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Randy Johnson
Mike Mussina
Carl Pavano
Shawn Chacon
Chien-Ming Wang
Jaret Wright
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Mets

2006 Season Preview
their designated hitter, a move which will
most likely come back to hu rt them.
Toó much power?. The Yankees have
recently relied on homeruns to make up
much of their offense, but although it’s great
on the highlight film, hitting homeruns
doesn’t always win the ball game. If the
Yankees want to win close games, they are
going to have to play small-ball, a technique
th at involves bunting and stealing bases, two
categories the Yankees excel at.“ Actually,
they excel at not doing them.
Where the money is:
The money is actually more spread out
than most people think it is. A-Rod makes
the most with $26 million coming his way
this year, but Jeter isn’t too far behind with
$19.6 million, followed closely by the $19
million-man Mike Mussina. After that, it’s
Randy Johnson with $16 million, Giambi
with about $13.5 million, Sheffield with $13
million and the over-paid Posada making
$11 million this year. Bernie Williams will
only be making $1.5 million this year, but
the addition of Johnny Damon, who will basi
cally be taking over Bemie’s contract, hasn’t
lowered the payroll any.
Sleeper player:
Robinson Cano. He showed what he can
do last year, but this year he should stand out
even more, and probably make the All-Star
team and finish the season w ith over 25 HR
and 80 RBI, which is great for a No, 9 hitter.
Player who is most likely to choke:
Tanyon Sturtze. With some added help
in the bullpen, Sturtze’s on-again-off-again
tendencies will get him the boot by season’send or possibly even earlier. It all depends on
how badly the team needs him.
Final record: 103 - 59.
AL East winners

Lineup: With the addition of Delgado and
Lo Duca, this is the most complete lineup in
the National League. Period.
Rotation: Pedro M artinez, Tom Glavine
and Steve Trachsel provide a veteran core of
this pitching staff, while Victor Zambrano,
Aaron Heilman and possibly Brian Badnister
round out the staff coming off of strong
spring performances. It’s still not as good as
the Braves in this department, however.
Wright/Reyesr. These two provide a muchneeded youthful spark to the lineup, infield
defense, clubhouse demeanor and photogra
pher’s lenses. W hat more could you ask for?
Bench: The addition of Julio Franco
provides clubhouse leadership while Endy
Chavez and Anderson Hernandez provide
late-inning Speed and defense.
Ballpark: Sure, Shea Stadium isn’t the
prettiest park in the league, but it definitely
favors the pitchers and, provided the Mets
are playing good ball, a rollicking bandbox
of fan enthusiasm and classic New York atti
tude.
Weaknesses:
Bullpen: Okay, so while the addi
tion of Billy Wagner definitely improves
the ninth-inning (and hurts division rival
Philadelphia), the middle relief is still some
what murky with a bunch of new faces and
the loss of Juan Padilla due to elbow surgery.
There is still no definitive lefty relief, mean
ing Heilman will most likely be pressed into
service late in games.
Rotation: A strength and simultaneously
a weakness. Age is a huge factor with the

starting three, while Pedro will never be
100 percent due to his chronic toe problems.
Zambrano has built a reputation of being
inconsistent while Bannister’s rookie status
brands him as a wild card in the mix.
Second Base: The Mets will most likely
give Kaz M atsui all the rope Willie Randolph’s
patience will allow, his $7 million for the year
having much to do with that. The correct
decision would be to plug rookie Hernandez
into the job full-time, given his speed and
glove.
Depth: While the Mets have Aaron
Heilman as the unofficial sixth starter
(assuming Bannister makes the rotation),
the pitching depth of this team is question
able due to age and an unproven bullpen
crew. And while Lastings Milledge and Mike
Pelfrey are generally regarded among the
better minor-league prospects in the game,
there is little major league-ready talent down
on the farm to supplement the team should
disaster strike.
Age: This is an easy weakness: Delgado,
Floyd, M artinez, Glavine, Trachsel and
Wagner, the core of this team, are in their
m id-thirties (except Glavine, who ju st turned
40). It’s not inconceivable th at the core of
this team could break down due to injuries
here and there.
Where the money is:
Everywhere. The Mfets enter this year as
the third most expensive team in baseball
($104 million). Beltran is the $119 millionman in center, Glavine and M artinez rake in
$10 million a year apiece, Wagner makes $9
million while M atsui is set to earn his seven.
Remarkably, Delgado is only making $4 mil
lion (thanks to the M arlins eating much of
his contract), While Wright and Reyes are
only making the league minimum.
Sleeper player
Paul Lo Duca. Ha can bat in any variety
of lineup spots, is an excellent hit-and-run
man, gets on base and even steals bases.
Behind the plate, his defense will prove to
be night-and-day when compared to th at of
departed Mike Piazza.
Player who is most likely to choke:
Kaz Matsui. Both Wagner and Delgado
proved they could perform in the NL East
last year and still put up numbers (Delgado in
the hitter-hating Dolphins Stadium, Wagner
in the launching pad th at is Citizens Bank
ballpark). Because he’s getting yet another
chance to play based on his contract, expect
more disappointment from Kazuo.
Final record: 95 - 67.
NL East winners

2 0 0 6 P ro jected Lineup

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Jose Reyes
Paul Lo Duca
Carlos Beltran
Carlos Delgado
David Wright
Cliff Floyd
Xavier Nady
Anderson Hernandez

SS
C
CF
IB
3B
LF
RF
2B

2006 Projected Rotation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pedro Martinez
Tom Glavine
Victor Zambrano
Steve Trachsel
Aaron Heilman
Brian Bannister
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2.25 G.P.A. FULL & PART TIME STUDENTS
The SGA Fund, Inc. will subsidize students who are parents up to $40 per week for full time
and $20 per week for part time to send their children to the Child Care Center at Montclair State
University. Awards are to be based on financial need.

2.5 GPA FULL TIME ONLY AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This award is in recognition o f Dr. Edward Martin former Dean of Students at Montclair
State University. The SGA Fund, Inc. will award two scholarships to students who have exhibited
excellence in leadership and service to the campus community.

3.0 ABOVE GPA AT LEAST SOPHOMORE STATUS
This scholarship is intended for students over the age of 25 either full or part time who attends
either Weekend College or evening classes and exhibit academic prowess and a desire for learning
to enhance their career or personal goals. Personal statement is required.

3.2 OR ABOVE, GPA AT LEAST SOPOMORE STATUS
This award is intended for students who have maintained a high standard of excellence in their
academic endeavors while committing time to either SGA chartered organizations or the campus
community. Awards will be based on the quality of service & GPA.

NO GPA REQUIREMENT
This award is dedicated to the memory of Eby Ohamadike and intended for a student who has
dedicated time and effort in educating the campus community on cultural diversity and pride in
their particular culture background. In addition, the recipient must have exhibited a desire to bring
different sects of campus together in celebration of collective heritage. Essay required.

rnmwmmm
3.0 GPA FULL TIME FRESHMEN ONLY
This award is intended for freshmen only showing campus involvement. A two page
ypewritten essay must describe how your first year at Montclair State University has helped you to
grow as an individual.

Applications available at the SGA Office starting
Friday, March 22nd.
Applications are due on April 12th.
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Player of The Week

SPORTS TR IVIA
QUESTIO
In 1997, which American League bad-boy became the
first MLB player to make $10 million per year?
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Send any of your trivia questions to msusports@gmail.com
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1.

) b b o yb o n abtle

2.

) fejf rodogn

3.

) nyot w estrat

Sophomore
Hometown, Clark, Mi

4.

) tarnt e k n tsh e

5.

) ekyl etpyt

Klimchak scored six goals and had
assists on three others as MSU beat
Kean 14-8. Klimchak has totaled 28
goals in eight games which leads the
team and is second in assists.

6.

) kam r mtairn

7.

) ¡mjeim n sojhn o

8.

) kayes hkaen

9.

Honorable Mentions
NICK RECCHIA
Sophomore
Hometown: Randolph, NJ
Recchia pitched three shutout
innings against Wilmington
JpbHege and allowed no hits, one
walk and struck out six. The win
moved Recchia*s record to 2-1.
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JENNIFER TANIS
¡Sophomore
Hometown: Oak Ridge, NJ

oftball
11-1 R ed H aw ks
vs.
9-3 R oadrunners

i^ ^ s scored three goals and
helped MSU to a 9-4 win over
Rowan. The win brought the Red
Hawks' record over .500 to 3-2.

« il

Tuesday April 4,2006
3:00 p.m.

NJAC

TCNJ
Rowan
Kean
William Paterson
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
NJCU
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Newark

MSU

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

NJAC

Overall

14-0
14-3
14-5
9-4
10-5
12-6
12-9
9-7
8-8
5-6-2

Rowan

MSU
W illiam Paterson
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
TCNJ
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
NJCU

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Overall

18-0
11-1
10-2
9-3
12-4
9-5
10-6
11-7
6-6
5-8

ALFRED BACHMAN
Freshman
Hometown: Montvilie, NJ
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Bachman scored four goals and
had one assist in MSU's loss to
filiihleriberg College. The fresh
man is second in goals and third
in points for the Red Hawks.
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This W eek

This W e e k

1 \'
Thurs. @ Kean 3 p.m.
Fri. vs. Ramapo 3 p.m.
Sat. vs. Rowan (DH) 11:30 a.m.

Thurs.@ Drew 3 p.m.
Sat. vs. Kean 1 p.m.
Tues. vs. Ramapo 3 p.m.

Last Week's Results
3/23 - MSU 4, W ilmington 1
3/25-M SU 1, Cortland 7
3/28 - MSU 2, York 1

Last Week's Results
3/28 - MSU 19, John Jay 0 (Game 1)
3/28 - MSU 15, John Jay 0 (Game 2)
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JENNIFER JIMINEZ
Freshman
^Hometown: Linden, NJ
Jiminez had four hits in four at
bats, scored four runs and drove
iinTtye RBI in MSU's first game
against John Jay, which the Red
BMiHks won 19-0.
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The Biggest Upsets In Sports History
Mike Johnson
Sp o rts Editor

10. Arizona Diamondbacks defeat
the New York Yankees in the 2001
World Series.
It was November of 2001, only
two months after tragedy struck the
city of New York on September 11.
The stage was set and the heavilyfavored Yankees entered the World

courtesy of mlb.com

Luis Gonzalez and the Arizona
Diamondbacks took down the
seemingly unstoppable New York
Yankees in the 2001 World Series.
Pictured above, Gonzalez delivers
the final blow in the bottom of the
ninth inning to win the game.

Series, looking for their fifth cham
pionship in six years, their fourth
in a row and a reason for New
Yorkers to be happy once again.
But a fairly new expansion team
named the Arizona Diamondbacks
stood in their way. Not only ,did
the series go to the seventh and
final game, which took place in
Arizona, but it went to the final
inning of th at game. The Yankees
took the lead in the top of the ninth
and looked to Mariano Rivera to
shut the door against the bottom of
Arizona’s lineup. It was the combi
nation of errors, stolen bases and
a broken-bat blooped single into
the outfield th at sent the Yankees
home with their heads hung low.
The Diamondbacks had done some
thing no team had done since 1981,.
when the Dodgers knocked off the
Bronx Bombers in the sixth game
of the World Series.
9. Jack Fleck defeats Ben Hogan
All people in attendance were
about to witness golf history. No,
it wasn’t Tiger Woods. Ben Hogan
was about to become the first five
time U.S. Open winner. The day is
June 19 and the year is 1955 and
Hogan finds him self sitting in the
clubhouse with a two-stroke lead
over virtual unknown Jack Fleck.
Golfhistory was about to be w ritten
until Fleck birdied two of the final
four holes, including the last one,
to tie Hogan. He then beat Hogan
the next day in a playoff and made
headlines across the continent and
a name for himself.

8. Florida M arlins defeat the New
Y ak Yankees in the 2003 W old
Series.
Once again, the Yankees found
themselves entering the World
Series as the heavily-favored team.
For the Yankees, it was their sixth
appearance in the Fall Classic in
eight years and the Florida Marlins
were entering their second World
Series in team history and looking
for their second win as well. The
M arlins surprised baseball fans
by taking the championship away
from the Yankees in six games
and the Yankees have not returned
since.
7. Funny Cide wins the Kentucky
Derby and the Preakness.
The biggest story there may
have been th at Funny Cide could
not seal the deal arid win the final
leg of-the Triple Grown. The big
underdog shocked all horse rac
ing fans by beating the favorite,
Empire Maker and winning the
Kentucky Derby and then winning
the Preakness. He shouldn’t even
have been in contention for the
glorious honor in the first place. It
could have been a Disney movie if
Funny Cide didn’t “ru n out of gas”
coming down the backstretch. He
came out of the last tu rn with the
lead but faded back to third and
let the Triple Crown slip from him
when old foe, Empire Maker, took
first place, setting up an unwanted,
but expected victory for the race
favorite.

in school history. No m atter the
outcome of Saturday’s matchup of
Florida and George Mason, it was
truely a Cinderella story for the
Patriots of George Mason.
5. Boris Becker defeats Kevin
Current in the 1985 Wimbledon.
After only three hours and 18
minutes of tennis, Boris Becker
became the youngest player to ever
win thè Wimbledon tennis tour-

courtesy of wimbledon.com

Un-ranked Boris Becker became
the youngest player to ever win
Wimbiedion.

riamerit. Becker, a 17-year-old
unseeded outsider came into the
tournam ent with low expectations,
only to raise silver Wimbledon tro
phy above his head at mid-court.
Becker also .became the first
German ever to win the title and
the first unseeded player.
His
opponent was the No., 8 seeded
Kevin Curren, a South-Africanborn American. Becker went on to
win two more Wimbledon titles, but
the best victory came in 1985.
4. No. 6 North Carolina State
defeats No. 1 Houston Cougars
in the 1983 NCAA championship
game.
Athough North Carolina State
was ranked No. 6 (not North
Carolina, the one where Michael

Jordan played, but North Carolina
State), it can be argued as the big
gest upset in NCAA history because
North Carolina had lost 10 games
during the regular season arid
Houston was on a current 25-game
winning streak. The game was
everything but exciting up until the
seond have when the team s found
themselves tied at 52. Theri, spec
tators and television viewers were
treated to the most fantastic finish
in NCAA tournam ent history. After
the Cougars’Alvin Franklin missed
a free throw, North Carolina State
rebounded and held the ball until
the game’s last seconds. A pass
was deflected by Houston’s Clyde
Drexler, but the Wolf Pack man
aged to grab the ball and heave a
lob at the net from 30 feet away
as time wound down. The ball
was short of the rim, but Lorenzo
Charles caught the ball in midair
and slammed it down for the win
ning basket as time expired and
the history books closed on Houston
and their unbeatable team.
3. New York Jets defeat the
Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl EH.
A guaranteed win by Joe
Nairiath opened the flood gates for
all kinds of questions and com
ments. The 11-3 Jets entered the
game facing the 13-1 Colts who
were heavy favorites to win. The
Miami crowd roarded as the under
dog Jets stunned the Baltimore

courtesy of kentuckyderby.com

courtesy of bbc.co.uk.com

Buster Douglas stole possibly the
biggest victory in boxing history
when he knocked out Mike Tyson.

right from Douglas. The knockout
shocked the boxing world and was
the beginning of the end for “Iron”
Mike. You could look at th at match
as a turning point in heavyweight
boxing as we knew it.
1. Miracle on Ice. U.S.A. defeats
Russia in the 1980 W inter Olympics
in ice hockey.
You may have seen the movie
and you may have heard about it
from your parents or a friend, but
if you weren’t able to witness ity
yourself, you may not be'able to
understand the full importance of
the win. In today’s Olympic, games,
our professional hockey team s
are broken up and players play
for their riative countries, but in
1980, it couldn’t have been further
from that. The U.S. Olympic team
was made up of a bunch of col
lege kids named Neal Broten, Dave
C hristian, M ark Johnson, Ken
Morrow, Mike Ramsey and cap
tain Mike Eruzione. The Soviets
crushed the NHL All-Stars the
previous year in a challenge match
and were heavy favorites to béat
the Americans, but the college kids
defied probability and snatched
a victory from the USSR. This
“miracle” jolted the careers of the
college kids who went on to be very
successful in the NHL.

Funny Cide trotted to the winner’s
circle bringing its 12-1 odds along
with it.
courtesy of w w 2.kusports.com

6. George Mason defeats UConn
and North Carolina in the 2006
NCAA tournam ent.
This is a story th at is still yet
to w rite itself, but none the less, an
inspiring story. As the; Final Four
approaches, George Mason finds
themselves somewhere th at no one
in the nation could have predicted.
The No. 11 seed knocked off the
No. 6 seeded Michigan State in the
first round, No. 3 North Carolina in
the next round, No. 7 Wichita State
courtesy of edition.cnn.com
in the next round and finally the George Mason knocked off No. 1
No. 1 seeded Connecticut to move seeded University of Connecticut in
irito the Final For for the first time the 2006 NCAA Tournament.

North Carolina State had one of
the biggest upsets in sports history
with their win over Houston.

Colts with a 16-7 win.
2. Jam es “Buster” Douglas defeats
Mike Tyson
“Iron” Mike Tyson was unde
feated and heralded to be the next
great heavyweight champion before
he was knocked out in the eighth
round in Tokyo. Although he was
winning on score cards, Tyson was
unable to land the big blow against
courtesy of scooterchronicles.com
James “Buster” Douglas. By the The Miracle On Ice was a great
later rounds,. Tyson had no steam inspiration to Americans and gave
left and was then stung by a hard everyone a sense of patriotism.

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.html for more information
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